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vRÉSUMÉ
Les clusters basés sur les FPGA bénéﬁcient de leur ﬂexibilité et de leurs performances en
termes de puissance de calcul et de faible consommation. Et puisque la consommation de
puissance devient un élément de plus en plus importants sur le marché des superordinateurs,
le domaine d’exploration multi-FPGA devient chaque année plus populaire.
Les performances des ordinateurs n’ont jamais cessé d’augmenter mais la latence des réseaux
d’interconnexion n’a pas suivi leur taux d’amélioration. Dans le but d’augmenter le niveau
d’abstraction et les fonctionnalités des interconnexions, la complexité des piles de communi-
cation atteinte à nos jours engendre des coûts et aﬀecte la latence des communications, ce qui
rend ces piles de communication très souvent ineﬃcaces, voire inutiles. Les protocoles de com-
munication commerciaux existants et les contrôleurs d’interfaces réseau FPGA-FPGA n’ont
la performance pour supporter ni les applications à temps critique ni un partitionnement
étroitement couplé des systèmes sur puce. Au lieu de cela, les approches de communication
personnalisées sont souvent préférées.
Dans ce travail, nous proposons une implémentation de canaux de communication à haut
débit et à faible latence pour une grappe de FPGA. Le système est constitué de deux BEE3,
chacun contenant 4 FPGA de la famille Virtex-5 interconnectés par une topologie en anneau.
Notre approche exploite la technologie à transducteur à plusieurs gigabits par seconde pour
l’obtention d’une bande passante ﬁable de 8Gbps. Le module de propriété intellectuelle (IP)
de communication proposé permet le transfert de données entre des milliers de coprocesseurs
sur le réseau, grâce à l’implémentation d’un réseau direct avec capacité de routage de paquets.
Les résultats expérimentaux ont montré une latence de seulement 34 cycles d’horloge entre
deux nœuds voisins, ce qui est un des plus bas parmi ceux rapportés dans la littérature.
En outre, nous proposons une architecture adaptée au calcul à haute performance qui com-
porte un traitement extensible, parallèle et distribué. Pour une plateforme à 8 FPGA, l’ar-
chitecture fournit 35.6Go/s de bande passante eﬀective pour la mémoire externe, une bande
passante globale de réseau de 128Gbps et une puissance de calcul de 8.9GFLOPS. Un solveur
matrice-vecteur de grande taille est partitionné et mis en œuvre à travers le cluster. Nous
avons obtenu une performance et une eﬃcacité de calcul concurrentielles grâce à la faible
empreinte du protocole de communication entre les éléments de traitement distribués.
Ce travail contribue à soutenir de nouvelles recherches dans le domaine du calcul parallèle
intensif et permet le partitionnement de système sur puce à grande taille sur des clusters à
base de FPGA.
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ABSTRACT
An FPGA-based cluster proﬁts from the ﬂexibility and the performance potential FPGA
technology provides. Since price and power consumption are becoming increasingly important
elements in the High-Performance Computing market, the multi-FPGA exploration ﬁeld is
getting more popular each year.
Network latency has failed to keep up with other improvements in computer performance.
Complex communication stacks have sacriﬁced latency and increased overhead to achieve
other goals, being in most of the time ineﬃcient and unnecessary. The existing commercial oﬀ-
the-shelf communication protocols and Network Interfaces Controllers for FPGA-to-FPGA
interconnection lack of performance to support time-critical applications and tightly coupled
System-on-Chip partitioning. Instead, custom communication approaches are preferred.
In this work, ultra-low latency and high-speed communication channels for an FPGA-based
cluster are presented. Two BEE3s grouping 8 FPGAs Virtex-5 interconnected in a ring
topology, compose the targeting platform. Our approach exploits Multi-Gigabit Transceiver
technology to achieve reliable 8Gbps channel bandwidth. The proposed communication IP
supports data transfer from coprocessors over the network, by means of a direct network
implementation with hop-by-hop packet routing capability. Experimental results showed a
latency of only 34 clock cycles between two neighboring nodes, being one of the lowest in the
literature.
In addition, it is proposed an architecture suitable for High-Performance Computing which
includes performing scalable, parallel, and distributed processing. For an 8 FPGAs platform,
the architecture provides 35.6GB/s oﬀ-chip memory throughput, 128Gbps network aggregate
bandwidth, and 8.9GFLOPS computing power. A large and dense matrix-vector solver is
partitioned and implemented across the cluster. We achieved competitive performance and
computational eﬃciency as a result of the low communication overhead among the distributed
processing elements.
This work contributes to support new researches on the intense parallel computing ﬁelds,
and enables large System-on-Chip partitioning and scaling on FPGA-based clusters.
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1CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Numerous applications like mining exploration, weather forecasting, molecular dynamics
modeling, ﬁnancial computing, among others, demand increasing amounts of processing capa-
bility. In many cases, the computation cores and data types are suited to ﬁeld-programmable
gate arrays (FPGA). A solution is thus hardware acceleration which increases processing with
application-speciﬁc coprocessors.
FPGAs oﬀer tremendous performance potential and on-chip facility for diverse applications.
Modern high-end FPGAs have not only millions of conﬁgurable "gates" and interconnec-
tions, but also large numbers of hard-wired components. In addition, they have hundreds of
general-purpose I/O pins and tens of transceivers for high-speed serial interconnect. FPGAs
oﬀer speed-up by hardware and software co-design environments and parallelization, with
reduced energy power consumption over other platforms like GPUs or CPUs. Endless design
alternatives are possible and may go from pipelines structures with hundreds of stages to
soft/hard conﬁgurable processors, systolic arrays, etc. Their ﬂexibility enables the design-
ers to realize almost any computer conﬁguration that can be imagined and use any form of
concurrent execution to suit the applications. FPGAs work well when applications contain
enough parallelism to compensate for their relatively low clock speeds.
Parallel computing is a computational technique where many calculations or the execution
of processes are carried out simultaneously. Parallelism has been employed for many years,
especially in the High-Performance Computing (HPC) ﬁeld. Recently, such paradigm has
aroused a renewed interest due to the physical constraints preventing frequency scaling.
Advanced research in HPC has moved beyond the processing capacity of single computers to
supercomputers with diﬀerent architectures. Figure 1.1 shows the top 500 supercomputers’
architecture tendency from the performance and the system points of view. The last trend
points out to clustering of commodity devices as the predominant architecture over others
like Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) and Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP). Clustering
has been gaining more and more popularity each year since about 2000. Nowadays, 86% of
the top 500 supercomputers around the world utilize clustering architecture while the rest
focus on Massively Parallel Processing. Moreover, it can be seen that clustering has proven
higher performance compared to others. For instance, from the total amount of ﬂoating
point operations per second (expressed in GFLOPS in Figure 1.1 left) achievable by all 500
supercomputers together, 58.89% corresponds to cluster architectures.
In this context, it is natural that FPGA-based clusters have been focused by the HPC
2Figure 1.1 High-Performance Computer architectures over time [5] (Nov2016).
community. In addition, since price and power consumption are becoming increasingly im-
portant elements in the HPC market, the multi-FPGA exploration ﬁeld is growing rapidly.
An FPGA-based cluster proﬁts from the ﬂexibility and the performance potential this tech-
nology accommodates. It also enables large System-on-Chip partitioning which provides a
great deal to create ideal machines for speciﬁc applications.
In an HPC cluster, there are three main ways of increasing computational performance: in-
crementing the number of processing units, improving application algorithm and reducing
nodes’ interconnections overhead. Loosely coupled computing nodes generally don’t com-
municate too much, so they are not aﬀected by the interconnection metrics. In opposition,
tightly coupled nodes do require low latency and high-bandwidth message passing, other-
wise, the network becomes the bottleneck of the entire system and the overall performance
of the machine may be compromised. Hence, cluster computing scalability and the degree of
parallelism is limited by the performance of the interconnect network.
The network’s latency property is very important for round-trip communication patterns.
3Despite that, network latency has failed to keep up with other improvements in computer
performance [9]. Complex communication protocol stacks have aﬀected the latency and
increased the overhead, being most of the time ineﬃcient and unnecessary. That is the
case of commercial oﬀ-the-shelf communication protocols and Network Interfaces Controllers
(NIC) when they are used for FPGA-to-FPGA interconnection. It has been demonstrated
their lack of performance to support time-critical applications and tightly coupled SoC par-
titioning [10]. Therefore, custom communication approaches are preferred when targeting
high-performance interconnections. This statement is broadened beyond the multi-FPGA
ﬁeld to the supercomputers ﬁeld where custom interconnection deployments are being widely
used.
Figure 1.2 presents the interconnection families of the top 500 supercomputers all around
the world. As can be seen, the custom interconnects represents the third most utilized inter-
connect family behind Inﬁniband and 10Gbps Ethernet. 14.2% of the supercomputers has
adopted customizable approaches for communicating their nodes. In terms of performance
(Figure 1.2 right), the custom interconnect family takes credits for 47.7% of the global com-
bined performance in the top 500 list. In other words, most of the achievable computing
power presently relies on custom approaches.
Interconnect FamilySystemShare
Inniband
10G
CustomInterconnect
Gigabit Ethernet
Omnipath
ProprietaryNetwork
Ethernet
37.4%14.2%
35.6%
Interconnect FamilyPerformanceShare
Inniband
10G
CustomInterconnect
Gigabit Ethernet
Omnipath
ProprietaryNetwork
27.3%
14.5%
6.5%
47.7%
Figure 1.2 HPC Interconnect families [5] (Nov2016).
Standard and Proprietary interconnects, i.e. 10Gbps Ethernet and Inﬁniband, are rapidly
deployed compared to custom. However, there is a performance penalty to pay and to be
considered when building supercomputers. Custom interconnects beneﬁt from a personalized
solution for a speciﬁc application and/or machine but at the expenses of an increased eﬀort
and time delay in the building process. There are diﬀerent levels on which a custom solution
may stand depending on the degree of customization. A fully custom interconnect system
personalizes all the layers in the communication stack including the physical device and
4the transmission medium. On the other hand, a partially custom interconnect selects the
components, functionalities, and layers to be personalized while using commodity when it
satisﬁes the project’s needs.
Many challenges have to be faced when designing high-performance custom interconnect
network. Each of them is associated with a level of abstraction (layer) in the communication
stack. For instance, at the physical level, the link’s power consumption, bandwidth, latency,
reliability and fault tolerance should be considered. Similarly, at higher communication
levels, the network topology and its scalability, the routing algorithm, the congestion control
and the programming models have to be addressed as well. Handling these aspects while
maintaining high-performance features (i.e. low end-to-end latency, high channel bandwidth
and small network diameter) issues a tremendous challenge for the designers.
Once a High-Performance Computing cluster is built, the next step is testing and benchmark-
ing. Running a standard benchmark or a standard parallel application in an FPGA cluster
is not straightforward. Since they are written based on a parallel programming model, they
need hardware and software support implemented in the FPGAs. This means an operating
system should run on a microprocessor and a parallel programming library should be adapted
to work properly with the custom interconnect’s drivers. Rather than this complicated so-
lution for testing and benchmarking, a simpler approach could be implementing a low-level
version of the benchmark or the application instead of its standard counterpart.
A closer look at most common scientiﬁc and engineering applications, entailing huge amount
and intensity of computing power, shows that they generally have the same basic algebraic
operations. This is extended to standard benchmarks in which the computing time elapsed
when solving systems of linear equations is measured for estimating the machine performance.
Therefore, the implementation of an algebraic kernel partitioned and distributed all across an
FPGA cluster allows correctness testing of the cluster’s computational units and the inter-
connect network while still giving an approximate idea of its performance potential. In this
context, the matrix-vector multiplication raises as one of the preferred low-level applications
to be run on a multi-FPGA machine.
This research is framed as the acceleration of the communication system for the Goliath
supercomputer located at Polytechnique Montréal. Since Goliath is an heterogeneous ma-
chine with diﬀerent types of computational units and interconnect networks, we focus on
the 10Gbps FPGA-to-FPGA communication. This research stands on the aforementioned
facts that the commercial oﬀ-the-shelf communication solutions lack performance to sup-
port time-critical applications and tightly coupled System-on-Chip (SoC) partitioning for
multi-FPGA machines. In addition, custom communication approaches are being preferred
5over standard deployments when high-performance interconnects are required. In Goliath’s
FPGA-to-FPGA interconnect network, the utilization of a custom communication Intellec-
tual Property (IP) module with low latency and high-bandwidth properties will reduce the
overhead associated with data movement and will increase the processing eﬃciency of the
machine. Moreover, it will adapt the communication to satisfy Goliath’s needs.
Our main objective is the implementation of communication channels for an FPGA-based
High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster targeting ultra-low latency and high-speed in-
terconnections. We aim at tight integrating of the FPGAs as a result of this research, allowing
large SoC partitioning. At the end of this work, a communication IP will be delivered as well
as a hardware and software system for HPC support.
The speciﬁc objectives are:
1. Design and implement a communication IP that serves as a 10Gbps Network Interface
Controller with low overhead features and direct network support.
2. Integrate the IP into a hardware and software codesign environment providing network
accesses from both systems.
3. Build and test a tightly coupled FPGA-based cluster supported by the communication
IP.
4. Accelerate an application by parallelizing and distributing workloads on the cluster.
This thesis is organized as follows.
— Chapter 2 provides a brief background on this work as part of the Goliath supercom-
puter research program.
— Chapter 3 presents a literature review of the existing implementations on high-speed
serial communication between FPGAs.
— Chapter 4 refers to the proposed Intellectual Property module for FPGA-to-FPGA
communication, its architecture, implementation and experimental results.
— Chapter 5 explores the inter-FPGA communication channels under a High-Performance
Computing environment. A large matrix-vector SoC is partitioned across an FPGA-
based cluster for accelerating by parallelization.
— Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this work and a state-of-the-art comparison.
— Appendix A provides the transceivers’ wrapper source ﬁle modiﬁcation after the serial
links tune up process.
— Appendix B shares a VHDL description of the Native Port Interface controller for 32
double word burst read transfers from a Multi-Port Memory Controller.
6CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND
This chapter describes the environment on which this research stands. It also provides the
basic knowledge for the comprehension of the rest of the document and the work carried out.
2.1 Project background: The Goliath supercomputer
VESI (Figure 2.1) is an architecture born at Politechnique Montréal. Its creators, Professor
Jean Pierre David and Professor Yvon Savaria, aim at the integration of diﬀerent high-
performance computing platforms for scientiﬁc and engineering researches. In this context,
the Goliath supercomputer emerges as the materialization of VESI.
Figure 2.1 VESI architecture proposed by Professor Jean Pierre David et Yvon Savaria at
Polytechnique Montréal.
The Goliath supercomputer is an heterogeneous machine that integrates several computa-
tional servers equipped with two Intel R© Xeon six-core CPUs each. The servers are connected,
throughout a PCI-Express 16x bus, to four NVidia R© Tesla C2050 GPUs. There are also two
types of multi-FPGA machine, each of them hosting four FPGAs: the Berkeley Emulation
7Engine 3 (BEE3) and its next generation the BEE4. All of the computational units in
the architecture communicate by means of a combination of interconnect networks, i.e. the
Ethernet 1Gbps, the 10Gbps and 20Gbps direct links, and the PCIe bus. The tremendous
computing potential and the ﬂexibility of Goliath supercomputer make it an ideal machine for
High-Performance Computing applications. However, having a highly eﬀective interconnect
system supporting the communication between the computational units remains imperative
to avoid limiting the overall architecture performance.
This research is framed as the acceleration of the communication system in Goliath. It is the
continuity of the Ethernet 1Gbps interconnect project developed for the Goliath’s FPGAs at
Professor David’s research lab.
The 1Gbps Ethernet project relies on an indirect network supported by a centralized switch.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the switch provides full connectivity to all of the computational
units having an RJ-45 interface. From the FPGAs point of view, the communication stack
is accelerated with a UDP/IP hardware module and a 1Gbps Ethernet MAC.
Figure 2.2 Goliath’s 1Gbps Ethernet communication solution.
The UDP/IP module provides several UDP ports for transmitting, receiving and queueing
UDP packets across the 1Gbps network. Each port has an independent interface. They are
used to indicate the UDP/IP protocol ﬁelds and to give access to the internal transmission and
reception buﬀers (FIFOs). The ports’ buﬀers are multiplexed and demultiplexed, dividing
the physical channel into several logical channels. Therefore, any number of user modules
along Goliath’s FPGAs can be assigned to a UDP port for enabling accessing time to the
network. A software interface module and its associated driver facilitate the communication
from a microprocessor environment. Within the software interface module, there is a Direct
8Memory Access controller which bridges the UDP/IP port to the main memory system.
Closer to the network side, the Ethernet MAC module interfaces the PHY and implements
the standard Ethernet MAC function. With this interconnection system, a user can have
both hardware and software facilities to communicates across Goliath. However, the overall
performance of the supercomputer is compromised because of the well-known limitations
of Ethernet solutions. More speciﬁcally, the reduced channel bandwidth along with the
high-overhead of the Ethernet protocol and its latency penalty, aﬀect directly the system
performance by becoming the bottleneck. This drawback may not be important if loosely
coupled computational units are intended in Goliath. But, since high-communicating parallel
and distributed computational units are in fact intended, then there is clearly a limitation
on this interconnection system.
To overcome the presently communication bottleneck in Goliath supercomputer, the next
step is the 10Gbps FPGA-based direct network development, on which this research ﬁnds
its foundation. The Ethernet 1Gbps environment sets the basis and the starting point for
pushing further Goliath’s interconnection and for solving its aforementioned limitation.
2.2 Basic interconnection network concepts
Some of the basic concepts mentioned all along this document are following clariﬁed [11].
— Channel Bandwidth
Maximum capacity of a network channel (in bit/s). The bandwidth of a link is the
theoretical amount of data that could be sent over a channel without regard to practical
consideration (latency, protocols) during a speciﬁed time period.
— Aggregate Bandwidth
The aggregate bandwidth is deﬁned as the channel bandwidth multiplied by the num-
ber of ports.
— Throughput
It refers to the rate of information arriving or being transmitted at a particular point
in a network system. It is the rate of successful payload data delivered over a commu-
nication channel (payload transmitted per second). In other words, the throughput
is how much payload data actually does travel through the channel. The overhead
reduces throughput and increases latency. It can be measured at any layer in the OSI
model.
— Overhead
Sending a payload of data (reliably) over a communication network requires sending
9more than just the desired payload data. It also involves sending various control
data required to achieve the reliable transmission of the desired data. The control
information is the overhead.
— Latency
The time required to deliver a unit of data through the network, measured as the
elapsed time between the injection of the ﬁrst bit at the source to the ejection of the
same bit at the destination.
— Radix
Refers to the number of ports of a switch.
— Hop count
The number of links traversed between source and destination.
— Network Diameter
It is the longest of the shortest path (distance) between any two nodes in a network.
In other words, the network diameter is the largest number of nodes which must be
traversed in order to travel from one node to another when only direct paths are
considered (no detour or loops). It also indicates how long it will take at most to
reach any node in the network [12]. Sparser networks will generally have greater
diameters. Therefore, the network diameter should be relatively small if the latency
is to be minimized.
Table 2.1 Popular Interconnection Networks Diameters [1].
Network Number of Nodes Network Diameter
Linear Array k k − 1
Ring k k/2
2D mesh k2 2k − 2
2D torus k2 k
3D mesh k3 3k − 3
3D torus k3 3k/2
Binary tree 2l − 1 2l − 2
Hypercube 2l l
— Indirect Network
The Endpoints connect through a central switch unit. It has intermediate routing-only
nodes. There is no direct connection between the Endpoints. Most modern networks
are indirect network, i.e. Ethernet, Inﬁniband.
— Direct Network
The Endpoints provide multiple links towards the network side and integrate the
switching unit. No centralized switching resource is required. Instead, distributed
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switches as part of the network interface are used. Most common topologies are mesh,
torus, and hypercube. The main drawback of direct networks is that it increases the
number of hops to reach the destination. Latency increases linearly with the number
of hops. Hop-based routing is used so that a fully connected network is not required.
— Bit Error Ratio (BER)
Bit Error Ratio of a physical link is given in errors/bit. It refers to the number of bit
errors divided by the total number of transferred bits during the studied time interval.
The Bit Error Ratio can be converted to Bit Error Rate by multiplying by the link
bandwidth in bit/s.
— Bit Error Rate (also BER)
The Bit Error Rate is the number of bit errors of a physical link per unit of time.
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CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The multi-FPGA exploration ﬁeld is getting more popular each year. The High-Performance
Computing (HPC) community, for example, has been focusing on FPGA technology for ac-
celeration at small scale i.e. task or algorithms with FPGA development boards, and at big
scale i.e. complex system simulation with powerful FPGA-based clusters. Network deploy-
ment solutions have been applying FPGA technologies as well. The high-speed serial protocol
support from FPGA vendors has oﬀered to the Network Interface Controller (NIC) manufac-
turer a new exploration ﬁeld in the growing market of communications. In this chapter, we
review the state-of-the-art of high-speed interconnect networks technology on FPGAs. For
that purpose, we have categorized the reviewed articles into two main groups based on similar
approaches: pure multi-FPGA machines and FPGA-based network accelerators on hetero-
geneous machines. Later in this chapter, the recent trends in high-speed serial technology
supported by FPGAs vendors are discussed. Finally, for our high-performance computing
test, we review some implementations of FPGA-based matrix-vector multiplication kernels.
3.1 Pure multi-FPGA machines
In this section, we review some pure multi-FPGA machine implementations, their intercon-
nect technologies, protocols and topologies; putting under the scope metrics as point-to-point
latency, communication bandwidth, network diameter, network eﬃciency and the scalability
of the solution.
Cube [13] is a 512-FPGA machine built of eight boards carrying 64 Xilinx’s Spartan 3 FPGAs
each. The machine is assembled as an 8x8x8 cluster, where each FPGA is considered a
Processing Element (PE) of a systolic array interconnection. The communication between
PEs is done through parallel lines on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB), which were designed
to achieve a theoretical bandwidth of 6.4Gbps. The high cost and complexity due to the
parallel routes in such a PCB assembly make this solution unpopular. Systolic arrays oﬀer
low latency communication between neighboring PEs but they lack ﬂexibility.
The Reconﬁgurable Computing Cluster Project at the University of North Carolina at Char-
lotte [14] has as the main goal to investigate the feasibility of using FPGA platforms in
building cost-eﬀective HPC systems that will scale to a PetaFLOP. As part of the project,
the Spirit cluster was built of 64 Xilinx ML-410 development boards hosting Virtex-4 FPGAs.
An Architecture Independent REconﬁgurable Network (AIREN) addresses the question of
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how to eﬃciently communicate among compute nodes, putting under the scope a high-speed,
low latency and low overhead communication channels [15,16]. Figure 3.1 presents AIREN’s
block diagram for a Data Link hardware core and its switching module implementations.
The Link layer core wraps around a Xilinx’s Aurora protocol module. It uses two buﬀers
for supporting back pressure ﬂow control and for handling short interruptions in the data
ﬂow. Finite state machines monitor the buﬀers and the Aurora core prior proceeding to data
transfers.
Figure 3.1 AIREN block diagram for a single communication channel on the Spirit FPGA-
based cluster.
The authors also implements a conﬁgurable (software addressable conﬁguration registers) full
crossbar switch with broadcast capabilities. Here again, the state machines at each input
port control data ﬂow by applying back pressure to pause transfers. Xilinx’s LocalLink (LL)
interface is used as the standard communication interface.
The Spirit cluster uses Aurora to interface eight independent Multi-Gigabit Transceiver
(MGT) along with a custom Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) breakout
board, providing up to eight connectivity channels per node at a bit rate of 3.2Gbps. Such
a high radix (8 connectivity channels) has the advantage of better network topology explo-
ration, hence, smaller network diameter but at the expenses of higher FPGA resources usage
due to the on-chip packet switching. A drawback on this approach is the I/O bounds related
to the switch implementation, which limits the bandwidth to 3.2Gbps per channel even with
channel bonding.
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This approach implements a custom packet-based protocol over Aurora for data transfers
between nodes. This allowed them to reduce overhead and utilize 95% of available channel
bandwidth with 16KB payload packet size. The inter-nodes latency reported for the AIREN
network was 0.8µs.
A quad-FPGA cluster implementation on a Berkeley Emulation Engine (BEE) 3 multi-FPGA
prototyping platform is presented in [17]. The author’s intention is the study of application-
level network processing, for what they implement and accelerate all required protocols in
high-speed internet connexion. At the Physical and Link level of the Open Systems Inter-
connection (OSI) reference model, they used Xilinx’s Ten Gigabit Attachment Unit Inter-
face (XAUI) and 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) Media Access Controller (MAC) modules
pair. The system only leverages one high-speed serial port used as the system entry of eight
available, bounding the platform aggregate bandwidth to only 10Gbps. Internal PCB par-
allel lines interconnect the four FPGAs in a ring topology. As expected, the high overhead
and complexity of internet protocol implementation resulted in around 45% FPGA resources
utilization. Even if network interface latency was not reported, it can be is easily deduced
from the Physical and Link layer implementations, that it is above 1µs. Similar internet
protocol acceleration approach have been presented in [18] where a full TCP/IP stack was
implemented, reporting 5.5µs as the lowest stack latency. Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram
example of an internet protocols implementation over 10GbE. The complexity associated
with each functional block inevitably leads to latency penalties. In addition, internet proto-
cols implementation does not support direct network, hence, an external switching device is
mandatory.
Figure 3.2 Internet protocols stack implementation example over 10 Gigabit Ethernet.
In [19], eight BEE3 platforms are arranged to form a 32-FPGA cluster. This approach
proposes a latency optimized hybrid interconnection network composed of high-speed serial
inter-BEE3 and parallel PCB intra-BEE3 links. Two protocols are implemented for the serial
links: 10 Gigabit Ethernet and Aurora. To extend platform connectivity beyond the eight
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CX4 ports, the authors use, for Aurora implementation, CX4-to-SATA breakout cables for
breaking apart intrinsic CX4 channel bonding. This allows them to explore diﬀerent topolo-
gies in the cluster. Similar to [17] the 10 Gigabit Ethernet approach instanciates Xilinx’s
XAUI and 10GbE MAC modules pair. All of the FPGAs in the cluster were connected to
an external 10 Gigabit Ethernet switch to achieve full connectivity. The reported channel
latency was 840ns and 1.56µs for the network diameter.
The Aurora communication approach is similar to [16] (depicted in Figure 3.1). In this case,
the switching module architecture is based on multiplexers which are controlled by a mix of
round robin and priority schedulers. They also used port controllers at each individual switch
port for determining the packet’s destination path (routing capability), requesting access to
the switch and controlling data ﬂow. Figure 3.3 depicts the switch block diagram from [19].
The latency reported associated with the switch implementation was 16 clock cycles running
at 250Mhz.
Figure 3.3 Switch module architecture.
Aurora interconnection showed more resources utilization employing many thin channels than
fewer, wider channels because of the routing costs. The switch implementation on a high
connectivity conﬁguration, adds a signiﬁcant delay to the packet routing. As a consequence,
the system shows almost no improvement in the network diameter (845ns) compared to low
connectivity. In terms of Bit Error Ratio (BER), this approach does not implement any
error detection/correction mechanism. However, to reduce channel faults, the transceivers
are forced to operate at a line rate of 1.95Gbps from the initially set 3.75Gbps. The over-
all network eﬃciency peak, the lowest FPGA resources utilization and the channel latency
reported are 86%, around 10%, and 541ns respectively.
Bluehive is a custom 64-FPGAs machine assembled at the University of Cambridge [10,20,21].
It is composed of 64 DE4 boards from Terasic, hosting Altera’s Stratix IV FPGAs. Each
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board has twelve SATA3 channels connected to twelve multi-gigabit transceivers in the
FPGA. A PCIe-to-SATA breakout board is used to provide independent access to eight
transceivers in the PCIe connector. At the FPGA-level, a custom interconnection Intellec-
tual Property (IP) module (BlueLink) wraps up the transceivers to implement a custom
communication protocol. Figure 3.4 shows the BlueLink core layers and its protocol ﬁelds.
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)32 is used for error detection, which is appended to the
packet structure. The authors proposed a reliability layer to ensure reliable communications
over the link. When an error is detected, the packet is retransmitted by means of a window-
based retransmission buﬀer and a packet sequence number. The packets are removed from
the buﬀer and the retransmission window is shifted, only after a delivery acknowledgment
has been received. A Start of Day ﬁeld is used for link reinitialization. The Ack ﬁeld con-
tains an extra bit for back pressure data ﬂow control which tells the sender to stop or start
transmission. Reliable links are achieved but at the expenses of less bandwidth eﬃciency. A
major drawback of this approach is that the custom protocol can only send a maximum of
64 bits data payload packed in 128 bits. This represents 50% overhead which combined with
the 8b/10b transceiver encoding, reduces available bandwidth to around 40%. The reported
eﬀective data rate and latency, for a single FPGA-to-FPGA link at a transceiver operating
rate of 3.125Gbps, are 1.2Gbps and 400ns.
Figure 3.4 BlueLink communication approach.
3.2 FPGA-based network accelerators and heterogeneous machines
Other research works have pointed to heterogeneous computing cluster rather than pure
FPGA cluster. Many of these solutions integrate FPGA-based expansion boards to CPU
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systems for accelerating communication of nodes. The PCIe connector is generally used to
achieve tight integration between the NIC on the boards and the hosting CPUs. This involves
complex protocol transformation resulting in a higher NIC footprint and latency than pure
cluster solutions. Since the use of the entire FPGA for a NIC implementation is out of scope,
we have focused only on the FPGA-to-FPGA communication part for the reviewed literature.
CusComNet in [22] is an FPGA-based interconnection network implementation for hetero-
geneous computing clusters. Sixteen nodes composed of a CPU system hosting a Virtex 5
LX330T FPGA board each, are interconnected in a 4x4 2D torus topology. Similar to [23],
each node has four Inﬁniband 1x cables connected to four multi-gigabit transceivers, allow-
ing a maximum theoretical bandwidth of 1.6Gbps per link after 8b/10b encoding. At the
low communication level, CusComNet wraps the four transceivers individually, creating four
independent full duplex channels. However, there are no signs of any channel bonding sup-
port for increasing channels aggregate bandwidth. A customizable communication protocol
developed by the authors permits them to set, in design time, a variety of parameters for the
protocol, such as the number of bits of the source and destination IDs and the payload size
to be used. This results in a better utilization of the available bandwidth and the FPGA
resources. An up to 97% eﬃciency per link of 1.6Gbps is reported for 64 bytes payload.
Despite that, we estimate up to 91% eﬀective data rate approximately, for the same payload
size due to the CRC32 error detection mechanism appended to the protocol which it seems
like it wasn’t considered. Packets routing is achieved by means of a simple round robin sched-
uler module, a route module that contains routing information base on the network topology
and a cross-bar switch. CusComNet implementation latency (FPGA-to-FPGA) reported was
830ns for 0 bytes data payload packets.
Some research projects like EXTOLL [24–26], APEnet+ [27] and NetFPGA [28] have ad-
dressed and commercialized high-speed and low latency FPGA-based communication solu-
tions, as high-performance boards for clusters. While these solutions have good network
performance, they intended to use almost the entire FPGA fabric letting little room left
for user applications. EXTOLL project, for instance, introduces an IP core for low latency
message exchange in an interconnection network. The architecture is divided into three main
layers: at the top layer is the host interface implementing protocol for the hosting machine
(PCIe or HyperTransport); the middle layer implements translations and interfaces between
the top and the bottom layers; and at the bottom layer a cross-bar switch with a round
robin arbiter connects the network interface to six FPGA transceivers running at 6.24Gbps.
The authors implement a credit-based ﬂow control mechanism for avoiding reception buﬀer
overﬂow, a CRC error detection, and a packet retransmission mechanism. A prototype on
a Xilinx’s Virtex 4 FX100 FPGA achieved a half-round-trip latency of 1.16µs for 8 bytes
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payload messages. Reported device utilization shows the high complexity of this approach
where 85% of the FPGA resources were utilized even after ﬂoorplanning.
Similar to EXTOLL, APEnet+ ( [27]) proposed a three-layer custom architecture for an
FPGA-based NIC card. A central switch at the middle layer interconnects and controls ﬂow
between a PCIe interface for the hosting PC and the Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGT) at
the Physical layer. Virtual channel technique is used to improve accesses to the physical
links and buﬀering. Twenty-four transceivers on an Altera Stratix IV FPGA are used in a
four-lane conﬁguration to provide six QSFP+ links with a maximum theoretical bandwidth
of 34Gbps per link. Once again, maintaining the maximum transceivers bit rate is diﬃcult
because of the errors on the links, so the authors reduced the rate to 28Gbps. The reported
device utilization was 42% but no details about protocol or latency were presented.
In an eﬀort to abstract and simplify FPGA cluster designs, [6] presents a framework for multi-
FPGA interconnection using multi-gigabit transceivers. The authors proposed a FIFO-like
interface to the NIC that receives a continuous stream of data and subdivide it into packets for
transmission. The framework uses CRC for error detection and an acknowledgment mecha-
nism to signal each received packet integrity to the sender. The Acknowledgment mechanism
is well-known for limiting exploitation of the available bandwidth even with piggybacking
technique. A better solution for a framework would be the negative acknowledgment for sig-
naling thus the occurrence of an error. Packet sequence identiﬁer is also proposed to detect
missing and not in order packets. A retransmission buﬀer at the sender side provides error
correction features. Figure 3.4 depicts the interconnection framework block diagram usign
Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGTs).
Figure 3.5 Interconnection framework block diagram for multi-FPGA cluster [6].
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The packet structure deﬁned for the interconnection framework has 256 bits protocol overhead
and ﬁxed (deﬁned in design time) payload length. Packets are assembled in 64-bits chunks to
match XGMII interface at the transceivers user side. The framework evaluation was done on
two Xilinx ML605 development boards carrying two Virtex-6 LX240T FPGAs. The device
utilization reported was around 6%. No other details of implementation can be presented for
this approach because of the lack of clarity in the report. The framework refers to neither
packet routing nor transceivers grouping for channel bonding support.
NetFPGA [28] is an open source FPGA-based platform designed for research and teaching
of high-speed interconnection networks. NetFPGA SUME is PCI Express board with I/O
capabilities for 10 and 100 Gbps operation. At its core, a Xilinx’s Virtex-7 FPGA empow-
ers the platform and provides one of the last generation transceivers in the market: the 7
Series GTH (13.1 Gbps). To achieve 100Gbps aggregate bandwidth and increase the board
connectivity to the network, the platform supports expansion through an FPGA Mezzanine
Card (FMC). A total of 14 high-speed serial links among SPF+ and FMC interfaces are
available per board. As part of the open source project, various reference projects can be
accessible for implementation on the board. All of the reviewed network reference projects
use Xilinx’s XAUI - 10GE MAC IPs at the physical and link layers. As we have seen before
Ethernet’s full stack performance is not too attractive for FPGA-to-FPGA communication.
Aurora is a link-layer protocol of the OSI model [29]. In [30] the authors present a custom
network and transport layer implementation over Aurora, aiming high-layer functionalities
for FPGA interconnection networks with low latency and lightweight characteristics. The
network layer proposed implements a router with ﬁxed packet routing path to achieve loss-
less and in order features. Endpoint modules (virtual channel) are connected to the router
to allow information exchange with them-self throughout the network. The transport layer
is implemented at each individual endpoint, to support individual credit-based end-to-end
ﬂow control. For prototyping, the authors used twenty Xilinx Virtex-7 VC707 FPGA devel-
opment boards on an Intel Xeon-based heterogeneous machine. An FMC pinned out eight
GTX transceivers conﬁgured as two-per-lane to provide four 20Gbps serial links per node.
The reported Aurora per-hop latency was 0.48µs deduced from 75 clock cycles at 156.25MHz.
Packet and ﬂow control overhead yielded 85% channel eﬃciency, which means 17Gbps eﬀec-
tive throughput. The device utilization for entire network stack using two Endpoint modules
was less than 4%.
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3.3 Recent trends in FPGA interconnect technology
In the race for high-performance serial I/O, FPGA vendors are reaching impressive achieve-
ment in the transceivers technology ﬁeld. In 2010 Xilinx announced its 7 Series FPGAs
family introducing a new high-k metal gate (HKMG) variant of 28nm process technol-
ogy [31]. The scaling process from the previous 45nm family resulted in an increase in
cell density and system performance whilst reducing power consumption. High-speed serial
connectivity also beneﬁted great improvement. The 7 series introduced up to 96 built-in
multi-gigabit transceivers blocks capable of operating at 13.1Gbps maximum rate, and 16
others transceivers blocks operating at up to 28.05Gbps. Devices I/O bandwidth raised to
2.8Tbps.
In 2013 Xilinx introduced the UltraScale series manufactured in a 20nm planar process and
the UltraScale+ families based on 16nm FinFET+ 3D transistors technology. Once again
transceivers were boosted, now to support 100G Ethernet, 150G Interlaken, and the next to
come PCIe Gen4 protocols [32]. Transceivers density went up to 128 per FPGA at a maximum
operating speed of 32.75Gbps for 8384Gbs total I/O bandwidth. Table 3.1 summarizes the
latest trends in transceivers technology from Xilinx’s FPGAs.
Table 3.1 UltraScale and ultraScale+ architecture transceiver portfolio [2]
Family Type Max Max I/O Peak
Performance Transceivers Bandwidth
Virtex US+ GTY 32.75Gbps 128 8384Gbps
Kintex US+ GTH/GTY 16.3/32.75Gbps 44/32 3530Gbps
Zynq US+ PS-GTR/GTH/GTY 6.0/16.3/32.75Gbps 4/44/28 3316Gbps
Virtex US GTH/GTY 16.3/30.5Gbps 60/60 5616Gbps
Kintex US GTH 16.3Gbps 64 2,086Gbps
Protocols scalability has been related to transceivers performance and ﬂexibilities. Nowadays
FPGA vendors oﬀer massive bandwidth standard IP solutions for a high range of networking
applications. Table 3.2 summarizes some of the serial IP protocols supported by Xilinx’s
latest FPGAs.
Xilinx’s 7 series architecture introduced integrated hard IP for PCIe solutions. The UltraScale
family has extended this hardened approach to 100G Ethernet and 150G Interlaken protocols.
The number of hard IPs available in each FPGA varies from one family to the other, but
it does not exceed one tenth. This still represents a great improvement on the FPGAs
interconnection technology especially in terms of the latency because now the high complexity
and overhead of these standard protocols proﬁt from specialized fabric.
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Table 3.2 Xilinx’s latest trends in high-speed serial solution [3].
Protocol LogiCORE IP solution Lane Rate(Gbps) Conﬁguration
10G Ethernet XAUI/RXAUI/ 3.125/6.25/ 4 Lanes/2 Lanes/
10G Ethernet PCS-PMA 10.3125 1 Lane
40G Ethernet XLAUIa/ 10.3125 4 Lanes
40G Ethernet PCS-PMAa
100G Ethernet CAUI-10 a/100G Ethernet 10.3125/ 10 Lanes/
PCS-PMAa/CAUI-4 b 25.78125 4 Lanes
Interlaken Interlaken 150G 3.125-12.5/ 1-12 Lanes/
12.5-25.78125 1-6 Lanes
Aurora Aurora 8b/10b up to 6.6/ 1-16 Lanes/
Aurora 64B/66B up to 25.7813 1-16 Lane
PCI Express Gen2/Gen3 5/8 x1/x2/x4/x8
a. 40G/100G Ethernet LogiCORE IP.
b. UltraScale Devices Integrated Block for 100G Ethernet LogiCORE IP.
In the ﬁrst trimester of 2016, Xilinx announced the ﬁrst 56Gbps transceiver using the 4-level
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM4) transmission scheme, setting thus the foundations
for the 400GE standardization to come. Intel (Altera) FPGA materialized 56Gbps PAM4
transceivers with the release of the Stratix 10 family [33]. Stratix 10 FPGAs have been built
on the Intel 14nm Tri-Gate process oﬀering a powerful platform for networking applications.
Hard IP solutions for PCIe and 100G Ethernet are supported too in the Stratix 10, as well
as a broad range of soft standards IP solutions for high-speed serial protocols.
Both main FPGA vendors oﬀer high integration and ﬂexibility in their latest devices. FPGA
designers have now a broad range of possibilities for FPGA interconnection to choose from, i.e.
soft or integrated hard IPs and custom or standard protocols. The hard IP solution for some
standard protocols available in the newest FPGA architectures oﬀers high potentialities in the
communication ﬁeld, by managing protocol complexity with specialized fabric, and reducing
communication footprint. The high cost of this technology and the no yet free access to
products information makes performance studies still diﬃcult for the research community.
3.4 Matrix-vector multiplication for scientific applications
The Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [34] describes low-level routines that provide
standard building blocks for solving algebra problems and equations. It is widely used as
the benchmarks’ core in supercomputers. BLAS has three diﬀerent categories according to
the complexity of the algorithm. BLAS level 1 comprises vector-level math, i.e. dot prod-
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uct. Level 2 and level 3 increases complexity to matrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations
respectively. The BLAS libraries serve as basic blocks for many numerical linear algebra
applications. Any BLAS level implementation beneﬁts from the wide variety of published
implementations to compare with, giving a close idea of the computing power performance of
any targeted machine. Moreover, a BLAS implementation performance may be extrapolated
to higher level scientiﬁc and engineering application performance estimations.
Matrix-vector multiplication (BLAS level 2) is an ideal low-level application for FPGA-based
computing platforms. Because of its highly parallel nature, the computations may be done in
parallel by distributing multipliers and adders all across the FPGA machine. Many authors
have addressed matrix-vector multiplication seeking acceleration of scientiﬁc applications.
Sparse matrices are more popular for architecture researches than dense matrices since the
matrix traversal, the indirect memory accesses and the matrix compression methods are
more challenging. However, most of the sparse matrix-vector multiplication implementations
on FPGAs include a dense matrix test that generally up bounds the performance estima-
tion. Thus, our literature review focuses on matrix-vector multiplication implementations on
FPGAs with dense matrices performance results.
In [7, 35], a Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) FPGA implementation using double-
precision ﬂoating point is presented. This approach is a row-major Gaxpy design that uses
various PIPE operators for parallel computing dot-product of a row of the matrix A with
the vector X. PIPE operator performs several multiplications in parallel and accumulates
them throughout an adder tree structure and a dual stage accumulator. The operator is
stall-free, being capable of accepting new data sets every clock cycle. Figure 3.6 shows the
authors approach for matrix-vector multiplication. It includes multiple PIPEs in parallel,
each operating on a diﬀerent row of the matrix. The vector X output data is broadcasted
to all the operators. The partial sums has been reduced in the accumulator module, the
corresponding Y vector element is updated. The arithmetic operators are double-precision
ﬂoating point Xilinx IP cores. The arrangement in parallel of PIPE operators allows inter-
row and intra-row parallelism. The design is implemented on a Virtex-5 lx155t and a Virtex-
6 lx240t FPGAs with 16 and 32 processing element respectively. The authors reported
3.1GFLOPS peak and 0.92GFLOPS sustained for the Virtex-5, as well as 6.4GFLOPS peak
and 1.14GFLOPS sustained for the Virtex-6 platforms.
Similar to the above no-stall multiply-accumulator implementation, in [8, 36] the authors
propose the R3 processing element architecture with an intermediator module between a
multiplier and an adder core to compose a single processing element. To address a stall-free
operator despite the incoming data ﬂow rate, their approach works on multiple intermediate
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Figure 3.6 Row-major BLAS gaxpy architecture [7].
Y vector values and does the additions out of order. The Intermediator module allows the
matrix to be traversed in a loosely row-major traversal in a matrix block set of 16 rows, by
storing 32 intermediate Y vector values. It takes in two values, one from the multiplier’s
result and one from the adder’s result and outputs a pair of values to be added. Internally is
has a dual-port Block RAM module that stores intermediate values until an element in the
same row appears. Figure 3.7 depicts the a single matrix-vector processing element and its
distribution on a multi-FPGA platform.
The authors managed to ﬁt 64 processing elements in a Convey HC-1 platform with four
Virtex-5 lx330 FPGAs and 40GB/s of sustainable global memory bandwidth. They achieved
13.6GFLOPS peak and 7.6GFLOPS average for a dense 2000×2000 matrix. The more recent
work of the same authors shows an implementation on a Convey HC-2ex platform hosting
64 processing elements on four Virtex-6 lx760 FPGAs with 19GB/s memory bandwidth per
device. This new improved system reach up to 16.3GFLOPS peak processing power and
11.9GFLOPS average. Both distributed solutions don’t address node communication.
Authors from [37] present a single-precision ﬂoating point processing elements architecture
for matrix-vector multiplication based on a dual-port RAM, a multiplier and an adder. The
targeting device is a Virtex-5 sx95t FPGA with 35.74GB/s of memory bandwidth hosted
by a Reconﬁgurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware (ROACH) platform. For a
2000×2000 dense matrix and 64 processing elements, this approach reaches a computational
performance of 19.16GFLOPS peak and 17.64GFLOPS average.
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Figure 3.7 Parallel matrix-vector multiplication with R3 processing elements [8].
3.5 Conclusions
Computational units and interconnect network are the two typical main components in to-
day’s High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems. In order to increase performance by
parallelization, large parallel systems with many nodes are built. Nonetheless, HPC is com-
promised, among others, by the interconnect network. The interconnect network should
meet requirements like low latency, high-bandwidth, fault tolerance, and scalability to allow
high-performance communication between the computational units.
From the reviewed articles, it is possible to observe that the utilization of complex features on
high-speed serial protocols yields reliable communication channels. However, there is latency
penalty and resource over-utilization cost to pay. We have seen that often the authors relied
on protocols, originally designed for diﬀerent applications, which results in an unnecessary
overhead and a reduced eﬀective throughput.
Ethernet is the most popular solution since its broad utilization on internet networks. The
full Ethernet stack implementation has demonstrated this solution is not eﬀective for time-
critical applications. [10] has shown for FPGA-to-FPGA communication, custom solutions
are preferable over standards oﬀ-the-shelf approaches. Nevertheless, a custom approach does
not preclude standard IP cores wherever they are useful, i.e they may be components in a
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communication stack.
In terms of FPGA connectivity for a ﬁxed physical bandwidth, we have seen that a high
fan-out leads to better direct-network topologies (2D mesh, torus, etc.) and reduced network
diameter. But as a consequence, a high-radix router implementation is generally necessary
thus causing high resource consumption and latency. A trade-oﬀ between the fan-out and
the channel bonding must be evaluated in order to achieve the best performance.
Most popular error detection mechanisms found in the literature are Checksum, CRC, and
parity. Most popular error correction mechanism is the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
with its diﬀerent variants like stop-and-wait ARQ, Go-Back-N, and Selective Repeat ARQ
[6, 20–22, 25]. Data acknowledgment (Ack) or negative acknowledgment (NaK) is very used
too. It is generally combined with a sliding window technique for the retransmission buﬀer
implementation and/or an acknowledgment timer for timeout signaling when packet loss
occurs. Flow control mechanism is used to allocate the diﬀerent resources in the network
such as the buﬀers and the channels as the data progresses from the source to its destination.
Most popular implementations of ﬂow control regarding FPGA interconnection networks
utilizes the credit-based or the back pressure (ON/OFF) techniques [10, 14, 26].
For concluding this chapter, the consulted researches are summarized hereafter. Table 3.3
summarizes the main results and features of the reviewed implementations for high-performance
interconnections on FPGAs. We should highlight that all of the custom protocols showed
better end-to-end latency results than standard implementations.
Table 3.3 Summary on high-performance communication implementations using FPGAs.
Implementation Fanout Bandwidth Protocol Latency Eﬃciency Resources Platform
(Channels) per Channel peak
[15] 8 one-lane 3.2Gbps Custom over Aurora 800ns 95% a Virtex-4
[17] 1 four-lanes 10Gbps Internet stack >1µs 45% Virtex-5
10GE (XAUI+MAC)
[19] 2 four-lanes 10Gbps 10GE 840ns 18% Virtex-5
[19] 2 four-lanes 6.24Gbps Aurora 541ns 86% 10% Virtex-5
[10, 21] 12 one-lanes 3.125Gbps Custom 400ns 40% - Stratix IV
[10, 21] 12 one-lanes 10Gbps Custom 200ns 40% 18% Stratix V
[22] 4 one-lane 1.6Gbps Custom 830ns 91% 40% Virtex-5
[30] 4 two-lanes 17Gbps Custom over Aurora 480ns 85% 4% Virtex-7
a. with 16KB payload.
Table 3.4 organizes the reviewed implementation results of matrix-vector multiplication
(MVM) on FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs platforms.
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Table 3.4 Summary on computational performance on diﬀerent MVM implementations with
dense matrices results.
Work Peak Perf. [GFLOPS] Total PE Platform Mem. BW [GB/s]
[35] 3.1 16 single FPGA Virtex-5 lx155t (BEE3) 6.4
[7] 6.4 32 single FPGA Virtex-6 lx240t (ML605) 51.2
[37] a 19.2 64 single FPGA Virtex-5 sx95t (ROACH) 35.74
[8] 13.6 64 four FPGAs Virtex-5 lx330 (Convey HC-1) 80
[36] 16.3 64 four FPGAs Virtex-6 lx760 (Convey HC-2ex) 80
[8] 23 N/A GPU Tesla M2090 177.6
[37] a 9.3 N/A GPU GTX 660 144.2
[37] a 21.7 N/A GPU GTX Titan 288.4
[37] a 2.5 N/A Intel Core i7-2600 21
[37] a 5.2 N/A Intel Core i7-4770 25.6
a. single-precision floating point.
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CHAPTER 4 THE COMMUNICATION IP
Time critical applications on multi-FPGA platforms and the lack of performance of the
commercial oﬀ-the-shelf communication protocols have motivated us to propose a custom
implementation of a communication IP optimized for latency. For its design, we have carefully
selected the necessary functions to be implemented as part of the protocol to successfully
achieve low latency and high throughput links. This chapter presents the communication IP,
its architecture, main blocks, functional features and implementation results on an FPGA
platform. The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) scheme is used to aid presenting our
architecture.
4.1 Communication requirements
Given that the main goal for this work is a high-speed and low latency inter-FPGA com-
munication, the architecture requirements for the communication IP is following presented.
These requirements have driven the development time and will be part of the evaluation and
comparison criteria.
1. High-Speed
The IP should exploit the maximum bit rate capacity from its physical components.
2. Low latency
The IP logic and its functionalities should be chosen carefully and optimized for la-
tency. The aim is to achieve competitive half-round trip time.
3. Efficient
The protocol should have reduced overhead to maximize the eﬀective throughput.
4. Small footprint
The communication IP should consume as few resources as possible to provide enough
room for user application.
5. Abstraction
The IP should simplify communication among other FPGA devices in an interconnec-
tion network.
6. Reliability
The network interface must be aware of bit errors during the communication.
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4.2 Architecture
The communication IP maps into the Physical, Data Link and Network layers of the OSI
reference model because of its functionalities. A simpliﬁed description of the IP architecture
is a protocol logic driving a Serializer/Deserializer (SerDes) module (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1 The communication IP layers based on the OSI model.
Figure 4.2 depicts the communication IP block diagram. From a top-level view, the inter-
FPGA communication is mainly composed of Sockets, switches, state machines, and XAUIs.
The IP provides multiples user application (endpoint) accesses to the PHY by means of
virtual channels. The user endpoints connect to the communication IP through the Sockets
which can be of the access type needed: Transmission or Reception Socket. A FIFO-like
interface oﬀers a friendly and common interface for the hardware modules at each end of
the communication channel. A custom packet-based protocol with routing and broadcast
support is also oﬀered. The communication IP abstracts applications from the under-hood
complexity. The main modules and features are discussed in more detail hereafter.
4.2.1 Physical layer
The Physical layer contains dedicated hardware to transmit raw bits over a physical link.
The Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGTs) compose the core of the Physical layer in the com-
munication IP. A XAUI is used to bond four transceivers in a single wide channel running at
10Gbps. The need for a XAUI stems from the fact that channel bonding does perform better
than single-lane channels (refer to Chapter 3). In addition, having Ethernet compatibility at
the Physical layer could be useful for future implementations. A custom approach to a high-
speed, low latency communication channel does not preclude the utilization of commercial
oﬀ-the-shelf IPs whenever they have interesting properties [10]. In that situation, we found
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Figure 4.2 The communication IP block diagram.
Xilinx’s XAUI solution [38] which is used in our architecture.
A four-lanes channel implementation reduces the communication IP connectivity to a fanout
of one rather than a fanout of four when using, for example, four single-lane channels. This
cancels up all variety of network topology implementations that do not involve an exter-
nal high-speed switch (indirect network). To overcome this problem, the communication IP
implements two coupled XAUI cores to provide two wide links towards the network side, dou-
bling thus the fanout and the bandwidth. At the Physical layer boundary, two independent
XGMII interfaces allow accesses to their corresponding XAUI channel.
Instantiating two XAUI cores is not a simple drag-and-drop process. Some modiﬁcations
have to be done in the source codes especially because of the clocking requirements. A single
XAUI core comes with a Digital Clock Manager (DCM) module. Its source clock input
(CLKIN) is fed from the dedicated DCM at a transceiver Tile. XAUI’s DCM purpose is to
supply the other clock signals (reference, transmission and reception clocks) required by the
transceivers and the user logic. Keeping both DCMs, one per XAUI, when instantiating two
XAUIs in a design would lead to two clock domains of the same frequency and eventually,
they have to be handled like that. To avoid this, the source codes are modiﬁed to provide a
single, external and shared DCM for both XAUIs and the user logic. Figure 4.3 shows the
clock distribution, used in our approach, for two coupled XAUIs in a Virtex-5 FPGA. Four
GTP Dual Tiles are used consecutively to provide eight transceivers toward the network side.
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Only one reference clock signal (REFCLKOUT ) coming out from the transceivers is used
for the rest of the design. The DCLK port can be ignored since no dynamic reconﬁguration
is required.
Figure 4.3 Two coupled XAUIs clocking scheme.
The XAUI core is not intended to work at a diﬀerent clock frequency than the nominal
156.125MHz, which is required for 10Gbps operation. Xilinx Core Generator tool does not
support any other clock frequency for XAUI. However, by modifying the source code manually
and conﬁguring properly the shared XAUI DCM and the transceivers’ dedicated DCMs, it is
possible to achieve diﬀerent operation frequencies. This technique will be lately used in our
approach.
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The error detection mechanism in the communication IP is based on the 8b/10b encoding
scheme being located here at the Physical layer. The decoder engine at the transceiver
reception side tracks the incoming data to detect errors. When the data arrives with wrong
disparity or illegal 10-bit codes (out-of-table) the decoder immediately signals an error. The
out-of-synchronization error in any lanes is also signaled. The XAUI core monitors the
transceivers error signals and generates its own ﬂags which can be accessed from the status
and control ports. The integration of these mechanisms provides thus a signiﬁcant reliability
level on the communication channel.
4.2.2 Link and network layers
In order to increase the abstraction level of the communication channels, a Link and Network
layer are designed. In a direct network implementation, every node is an endpoint and a
switch. Distributing switches as part of the nodes allows full connectivity without the need
of a centralized switch. However, the use of direct network increases the number of hops
required to reach a destination and the overall network latency and diameter. Hence, one of
the major tasks of this work is to minimize the Link and Network layer latencies.
Custom protocol
The Link layer implements a packet-based protocol to append information to raw data bytes
(Figure 4.4 XGMII stream). A packet consists of six ﬁelds: Start character, Source ID,
Destination ID, Control, Payload, and Tail.
— Start and tail
The Start character (0xfb) and the Tail are imposed ﬁelds by the XGMII protocol.
They are used by the XAUI core as Control Characters to align, synchronize, and
manage the links. The Tail is a concatenation of an End character (0xfd) and four Idle
characters (0x07070707). They are used to ensure the minimal necessary interframe
gap.
— Source and destination IDs
The source and destination IDs are 16-bits wide ﬁelds each. They represent endpoints
and nodes addresses in the network. The lower byte corresponds to an endpoint ID
and the higher byte to a node ID (an FPGA ID). This allows a total addressing range
of 256 FPGAs and 65536 endpoints.
— Control
The control ﬁeld is currently reserved for future utilization. It intends to hold in-
formation in future feature implementations like automated retransmission on error
detection and ﬂow control.
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— Payload
The Link layer supports variable payload length without restrictions on the maximum
length. This is an interesting feature to maximize channels eﬃciency.
FBSSDDCCd001
d1d2d3d4d5d6d7d800
..
.
FD07070707F8 dn-2dn-1dn
0636471
XGMII stream
DataCtrl
SSDDd001 d2
d4d5d6d7d800
..
.
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Custom protocol
Figure 4.4 A custom protocol example at the communication IP user side (FIFO stream) and
at the XAUIs user side (XGMII stream).
From the user point of view (endpoint), a FIFO-like interface with a simple custom protocol
abstracts the communication process (Figure 4.4 FIFO stream). An endpoint that wants
to send a packet has to specify the source and destination IDs along with the payload and
the associated control byte. The FIFO-like interface is a 72-bit wide bus grouped in 64 bits
(<63 : 0>) for data and 8 bits (<71 : 64>) for control. The control byte is used to signals
the Start, Body, and End of the packet being transmitted. The Start of packet is the ﬁrst
FIFO beat of the stream. It is signaled by the bit <64> on the control bus and it indicates
that source and destination IDs are available at the ﬁrst half of the data bus. The Body is a
set of FIFO beats holding just payload information. Bits <65 : 64> should be driven to ’0’
to signal the Body. As mentioned above, there is not a restriction on the payload length for
a packet, hence, the Body size is not restricted either. When the End of a packet is asserted
(bit <65>), the data bus may hold not all of the bytes with payload information, so bits
<69 : 66> indicate how many of them do hold it. Figure 4.4 shows the custom protocol
used at the communication IP user side (FIFO stream) and at the XAUIs user side (XGMII
stream).
Transmission and reception sockets
Virtual channel is a well-known technique to increase accesses to a physical channel. For
that purpose, the communication IP implements an independent parameterizable number
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of transmission (Tx) and reception (Rx) Sockets. A Tx Socket, depicted in Figure 4.5, is
basically composed of two FIFOs in parallel and a router. Its input is demultiplexed to
the FIFOs depending on the packet’s destination ID and the routing decision stored in a
routing table. The table must be ﬁlled up beforehand, otherwise, the packet will be routed
through the default channel. The routing feature is generally part of the Network layer on
the OSI reference model. This is the only feature from this layer which is implemented in
the communication IP.
The Endpoints normally push/pop data to/from the Sockets in the form of 72-bit beats.
The FIFO-like interface uses full (txready) and empty (rxready) signals to indicate when it
is possible to send or retrieve data from the network. On transmission, the routing decision is
held until a new Start of packet is pushed, so the Body and the Tail follow the same channel.
In order to save logic resources and to improve performance, the FIFOs exploit all poten-
tialities that Virtex-5 technology oﬀers. The FIFO built-in primitive is used enabling the
dedicated hard-controller for FIFO implementations in every BRAM block. In addition, the
best memory aspect ratio is also used (512×72 bits) to provide a full utilization of the BRAM
resources (36Kb per block).
The txready signal indicates to Endpoints the availability of both channels for transmitting
packets. The main drawback of this solution is that if a channel collapses and the associated
transmission FIFO goes full, the whole Socket goes unavailable. In others words, the opposite
channel cannot be used as an alternative path. A simple solution could be to multiplex the
full signal from each Tx FIFO depending on the state of the routing decision. Like that,
the ready signal for the transmission Socket would be associated to the destination Node
ID. However, Tx Endpoints would be aware of the channel availability after signaling the
destination Node ID.
A one-clock-cycle routing table is designed for each Tx Socket. The routing decision is stored
in a 256 × 1-bits distributed memory which is implemented in Conﬁgurable Logic Blocks
(CLB). An appropriated HDL coding style was necessary to properly guide the synthesis
tool in inferring distributed memories [39].
The 72-bits FIFO-stream protocol signal (Figure 4.5) is split to separate control and destina-
tion ID ﬁelds. The left-most byte (most signiﬁcant) of the packet’s destination ID, indicating
the destined FPGA, feeds the read address port of the routing memory and consequently,
the one-bit routing decision can be read. The state of the routing decision controls the mul-
tiplexing of the push signal, driving thus the packet upstream or downstream. The route
path must be held for the following beats. For that, a register stores the routing decision
and updates itself at every Start of packet.
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Figure 4.5 Transmission socket architecture.
The main advantages of using a distributed memory for the routing table implementation are
a fast looking-up process (asynchronic reads) and the BRAM resource saving. To alleviate
the critical path of the combinatorial logic, especially in large designs with several Sockets,
a pipeline stage is used, from there the one-clock-cycle latency.
There is one router per Tx Socket. For the moment, all of them share the same routing
information because their write port is connected together to a single write interface, RT addr
and RT push. However, creating separated write interfaces for each router is straightforward
and enables independent routing information for each Socket. This is a great feature to
balance transmission loads over the network.
Unlike the Tx Socket, the Rx Socket does not need a routing table. Instead, it uses a 16-bit
wide identiﬁcation number that obeys the following rules:
— The most signiﬁcant byte represents the node ID (FPGA ID).
— The most signiﬁcant byte must to be the same for all of the Rx Socket in an FPGA
and unique in the network.
— The least signiﬁcant byte represents the endpoint ID (virtual channel ID).
— The least signiﬁcant byte has to be unique in an FPGA.
These rules are adopted to simplify the router implementation and save FPGA resources.
The Rx Socket IDs are used to match with the packet destination ﬁeld on reception and
aiding to reach the packet’s destination.
Default sockets and forward feature A default Tx and Rx Socket is used to support a for-
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warding feature. These Sockets are internal and not accessible from the user application
(endpoint). Figure 4.6 shows the architecture for a default Tx Socket (upper half) and a
default Rx Socket (lower half) interconnected for packet forward support. When a packet
is received and its destination does not match with any local Rx Socket IDs, it is trans-
ferred to the default Rx Socket. Once it is on either of the reception FIFOs, a round robin
scheduler monitors the state of their empty signals and stalls when there is data available.
The FIFOs used are First-Word-Fall-Through type where the pop signal works as a read
acknowledgment. The packet data beats are multiplexed from both default Rx FIFOs to the
routing table and ﬁnally to either of the default Tx FIFOs depending on the routing decision.
This means, for example, that a packet arriving from the down channel can be looped back
through the same down channel or forwarded to the opposite up channel. There is a risk of
routing loop in closed network topologies like ring, thus special attention must be taken to
the routing table. A solution could be using the available control ﬁeld in the packet structure
to implement a time-to-live mechanism, similar to IP protocol.
Switches To multiplex the virtual channels (Sockets), it is necessary a switch implementation
with a scheduling politic. In transmission, the round robin scheduling politic is chosen to pro-
vide equal chances in accessing to the physical channels. Two (1+number of txsocket)−to−1
multiplexers are used, one per PHY. As can be seen in Figure 4.7, the channel multiplexer
interconnects the Tx Sockets (including the default one) to the Tx state machines. From the
Tx state machine point of view, the multiplexers and demultiplexers abstract the fact that
many Tx Sockets are using the same physical channel. The round robin scheduler selects
the correct signals for communication and stalls whenever there is a packet for sending. The
Figure also shows a packet header storage mechanism per Tx Socket. This is useful for the
packet partitioning and composition feature supported by the Tx state machines. Channel
multiplexing in transmission has from 0 to NB_TX_Socket clock cycles latency because of
the round robin scheduling.
In reception, two 1−to−(1+number of rxsocket) demultiplexers use the packet’s destination
ID for comparing to the Rx Socket IDs. If a match is found the packet is pushed to its
destination Socket, otherwise it is forwarded to the next node through the Default Sockets.
The channel demultiplexing process is fully combinational. Figure 4.8 shows the channel
demultiplexing architecture.
Broadcast
Broadcast is a useful feature supported by the communication IP. In many applications, the
nodes need to send information to all other nodes in the network. Without a dedicated
broadcasting mechanism, the current design has to send the same information separately.
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Figure 4.6 Default Tx and Rx sockets architecture interconnected for packet forwarding.
This overhead can be reduced with the implemented broadcast protocol. In transmission,
whenever a packet has destination ID equal to zero, it is forwarded to both communication
channels, channel up and down. In reception, whenever the detected destination ID is zero,
the packet is pushed to all of the Rx Sockets, including the Default Rx Socket. Therefore
the broadcasted packet is received in all of the local Endpoints and is forwarded to the next
node (FPGA). To control the broadcast propagation over the network, the communication IP
implements two control interfaces, one per channel (Accept Broadcast signal in Figure 4.8).
The control interface is a 2-bits in port which manages the broadcast conﬁguration. Among
the conﬁguration states are accept, reject, forward and not forward broadcast packets.
Figure 4.9 shows an example of a broadcast packet across the network. A Tx Endpoint at
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Figure 4.7 Transmission sockets multiplexing. Virtual channelling.
the node 1 injects a packet with the destination address 0x0000 (broadcast). The packet is
sent through both channels to the next upstream and downstream neighboring nodes 4 and
2. Nodes 2 and 4 are conﬁgured to accept and forward broadcast packets from upstream
and downstream respectively. In node 3, the packet has to be accepted only one time and
not forwarded at all. For that, the communication IP is conﬁgured properly to block the
broadcast packets incoming from channel UP and to accept and not forward those from
channel down. This simple and eﬀective design allows reducing data propagation time over
the network. The conﬁgurations may be modiﬁed dynamically.
Transmission and reception state machines
The transmission and reception state machines are at the boundary of the Link layer, inter-
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Figure 4.8 Reception sockets demultiplexing. Virtual channelling.
facing the Physical layer. They transform a FIFO-like stream of words from/to the Sockets
into a continuous stream of words (XGMII) for the XAUIs. The Tx state machine keeps a
track of the source and destination IDs of the last packet transmitted for each Tx Socket.
This is used to support interrupted transmissions in case an endpoint cannot maintain the
cadence in a long packet. In such a situation, the packet is split and the header information
is stored. It will be used subsequently whenever the endpoint restarts transmission. The Rx
state machine monitors the XGMII signals for incoming packets. After the destination ID
is identiﬁed from the header, the Rx state machine transforms the incoming data stream to
the FIFO-stream needed at the Rx Sockets. Out-of-format packets are ignored as well as the
incoming data afterward an error is signaled by the XAUIs.
Flow control is not supported by the state machines. However, an easy estimation could
prevent applications to saturate the network and therefore lose packets. Suppose a network
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Figure 4.9 Broadcast packet propagating across the network.
of 8 nodes connected in a ring topology like is shown in Figure 4.10. All of the nodes are
sending data to a single common node A, including itself, and the routers are conﬁgured to
balance the network load and to route the packets through the shortest path. Considering the
node A has 10Gbps bandwidth per channel, the total data injection rate distributed equally
among the nodes is 2.5Gbps. If 8-bytes payload length is used per packet, the channel
eﬃciency would be 33.3%. Thus, the maximum eﬀective data transfer rate (throughput) per
node before saturating the network is 833Mbps. Flow control is no longer necessary whenever
the application running on the cluster does not exceed the saturation threshold.
An application that requires more eﬀective data transfer rate per node than an estimated
threshold eventually will stall, even if a ﬂow control system were implemented, bounding the
system for communication rather than for processing power or for memory bandwidth which
is generally the cases.
User Endpoint modules are responsible for keeping the buﬀers in a not full state otherwise,
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they risk of packet loss.
Figure 4.10 Eﬀective data rate estimation example to avoid ﬂow control.
4.3 Software interface
Software interfaces are necessary to support microprocessor transfers through the network.
Our approach utilizes a MicroBlaze soft processor and a PLB bus for peripherals intercon-
nection. Each Socket at the communication IP may connect to the PLB bus through a
transmission (Tx) interface module and a reception (Rx) interface module depending on the
Socket’s type (Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.11 Software interface for the communication IP.
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4.3.1 Transmission software interface module
The Tx software interface module uses three address spaces to provide accesses to three
register banks. Each register bank holds a portion of the 72-bit width interface of the com-
munication IP user side. To inject a packet on the network, the microprocessor or any other
coprocessor needs to execute three write operations since PLB bus width is only 32 bits.
Writing to the register bank 3, which is associated with the Control bits in the FIFO-Stream
protocol, makes the module to push the data into the Tx Socket.
The MicroBlaze and the PLB bus are not intended to work at the communication IP clock
frequency. They rather work at lower frequencies, making thus necessary a synchronizer for
handling clock domains. Figure 4.12 shows the architecture of the software interface module
for Tx Sockets. The write enable signal for the register bank 3 (WE_Add2) is synchro-
nized with 2 ﬂip ﬂops for resolving cross clock domain issues. Two stabilizer registers keep
the synchronized signal steady for at least 2 clock cycles. Since it is possible that the syn-
chronized signal stays asserted for more than 1 clock cycle, depending on how metastability
is being resolved, a rising edge level detector is used for avoiding pushing the same data
twice. A masking register is also used to hide data changes from the communication IP.
The transmission ready signal needs to be synchronized too. Since we do not expect that the
communication IP goes full too frequently, we can consider this signal as a very low-frequency
signal. Hence, only 2 ﬂip-ﬂops are necessary.
4.3.2 Reception software interface module
Our Rx software interface is designed to provide Direct Memory Accesses (DMA) through a
PLB master interface and store the received packet in any memory region in an organized
manner. Memory organization is based on the Source ID of each incoming packet. A memory
segment is assigned to each Source ID, which in turn it is associated with an Endpoint in the
network. A Firs-In-First-Out hardware support is also provided to the software system. In
other words, the Rx software interface is a peripheral device that handles many FIFO con-
trollers operating on memory segments and allows DMA write operations for packet storage
and organization.
Since supporting a FIFO controller with a speciﬁc memory region for all 65535 possible
Endpoints (Source ID < 15 : 0 >) is too costly in terms of FPGA resource consumption,
our approach uses a parameterizable design where the number of Endpoint actually used
can have a FIFO controller support. The architecture of the Rx software interface module,
presented in Figure 4.13, utilizes a generic parameter to conﬁgure itself for as many Source
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Figure 4.12 Transmission software interface module.
Endpoints as needed (currently for 32 Endpoints).
Unlike the Tx software interface module, the Rx counterpart uses a higher bandwidth syn-
chronizer for crossing clock domains; a dual clock FIFO. After entering on the microprocessor
clock domain, the Source ID ﬁeld from the 72-bit FIFO-stream signal is matched to a set of
Source Endpoint IDs stored in a look-up table. When a match is found, the corresponding
position in the table is extracted and used as the address selector for a set of RAM memory
blocks. The memory blocks hold the FIFO controller and the memory segment information
for each Endpoint. The look-up table is composed of register banks providing fast access and
ID match. It must be populated beforehand by the software system with the identiﬁcation
number of every Tx Endpoint on the network.
The memory set is composed of true dual-port Block RAMs (BRAM). One port gives access
to the microprocessor system and the other is used by the module itself. For each segment
allocated on a memory peripheral, the memory set holds a byte count for the stored data, a
read/write pointer for packet’s payload data accessing, the segment’s size and base address,
and the number of occupied bytes in the current 4-bytes writing location (Figure 4.14). All
these information are arranged in groups (Memory Segment Data Set) to properly minimize
the BRAM utilization by considering BRAM aspect ratio.
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Figure 4.13 Reception software interface module.
The microprocessor should allocate memory segments for each Endpoint on the network, and
the associated parameters like the memory base address and the maximum buﬀer size should
be speciﬁed to the Rx software interface module. Our approach deﬁnes a default memory
segment for those packets that do not ﬁnd a memory segment for its sender.
The module has a state machine controller to drive the PLB master interface when writing
into a peripheral memory. Using the segment information and a logical shifter, the controller
can organize the incoming payload data consecutively with a byte resolution. Byte resolution
is supported, when writing into a peripheral memory, for extending the variable payload
feature of the custom communication protocol to the Rx software interface module.
The microprocessor has diﬀerent access permission to the registers and the Memory Segment
Data Set on the Rx software interface module. The register address space is presented
hereafter.
There is a FIFO controller module operating segments read and write pointers. Any time
a transfer is completed by the state machine in charge of master bus write operations, the
amount of byte transferred is notiﬁed to FIFO controller which in turns updates the segment’s
write pointer and full and empty signals. When the microprocessor reads the stored data
from the peripheral memory, it has to notify the number of bytes read to the Rx software
interface module. The FIFO controller updates once again the segment’s pointers and the
state. There is a risk of data collision when simultaneous write operations are performed
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to the same memory segment. To prevent it, the module monitors write operations and
reschedule B port’s write, one clock cycle after.
Figure 4.14 shows an example of a memory segment allocated for an Endpoint in the network.
All of the received packets which its Source ID matches to the segment ID will be stored
consecutively in the associated memory location. In the example, the segment has 6 bytes
stored which is informed to the software system by reading the appropriated register (Rx
segment data count). The write pointer shifts when a location is all full. The occupied byte
information serves to this purpose. When the write pointer reaches the last memory location
(base address plus segment size), it loops to the star of the memory segment only if the read
pointer is not placed on the base address, otherwise, the FIFO controller signals full. The
read pointer shifts depending on the notiﬁed amount of bytes being read by the software.
Figure 4.14 An example of a memory segment state controlled by the Rx software interface
module.
Table 4.1 summarizes the register address space for both software interface modules. The
physical address for each register can be computed as C_BASEADDR+REG_OFFSET×
0x4. The register types depend on the permission granted to the software system for a safe
utilization of the software interface modules.
4.3.3 IP configuration and utilization by software examples
Setting the communication IP and the Rx software interface module ready for operation
requires some conﬁguration steps to be executed before a packet can travel through the
network. This can be done by software by accessing to the Conﬁguration Registers interface
module (Figure 4.11) and the Memory Segment Data Set at the Rx software interface module.
Configuration of the reception software interface module
Listing 4.1 shows the source code written C for a MicroBlaze microprocessor conﬁguring the
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Table 4.1 Register address space for the transmission and reception software interface mod-
ules.
Register Rx Software Interface Tx Software Interface
Oﬀset Description Type Description Type
0 Memory segment selector W/R FIFO stream LSW Data W/R
1 Rx Socket status R FIFO stream MSW Data W/R
2 Rx Socket ID W/R FIFO stream Control W/R
3 Rx segment ID W/R Tx Socket status R
4 Rx segment base address W/R - -
5 Rx segment size W/R - -
6 Rx segment wptr R - -
7 Rx segment rptr R - -
8 Rx segment data count W/R - -
9 Maximum number of segment R - -
10 Maximum segment size R - -
reception software interface module through the conﬁguration registers. Initially, a unique
ID must be provided for the reception Socket. The identiﬁcation number follows the rules
previously mentioned in Section 4.2.2 Transmission and reception Sockets. It should be later
used in the destination ﬁeld of a packet targeting this Endpoint.
The second step is allocating the memory segments for each transmission Endpoint in the
network. The segment size should not exceed the maximum size allowed by the Rx software
interface module. If a larger size is needed, then simply modify the hardware module by
changing the MAX_BUFFER_SIZE generic parameter in the vhdl code. The look-up
table (register bank) is following populated with the memory segment IDs which should
match the transmission Endpoint IDs for data organization in memory. The register bank
depth is equal to the number of nodes (FPGAs) in the network multiplied by the number
of transmission Endpoints per FPGA, plus the default segment location. The population of
the default memory segment is not shown in the listing.
Listing 4.1 Example code in C for conﬁguring the Rx software interface module.
1 // pointers declaration
2 Xuint32 * rx_socket_updown = XPAR_RXSOCKET_INTERFACE_0_BASEADDR;
3
4 // configuring rx socket id. this id is used for both channels
5 *(rx_socket_updown + socket_id) = ((this_fpga)<<8)|endpoint_id ;
6
7 // setting memory segment parameters for each endpoint on the network.
8 s = sizeof(Xuint8) * segment_size;
9 if (s > max_seg_size){
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10 xil_printf("segment size incorrect. %d bytes max allowed.
11 current is %d bytes\r\n", max_seg_buffer_size, s);
12 while (1); }
13
14 // source id has the following format this_fpga<<8|endpoint_id
15 for (i=0; i< nb_nodes; i++){
16 xil_printf("configuring memory segment %d\r\n", i);
17 for (r=0; r< nb_endpoint; r++){
18 *(rx_socket_updown + socket_seg_selector) = (nb_endpoint*i)+r;
19 *(rx_socket_updown + socket_seg_source_id) = ((i+1)<<8)|(r);
20 buff_updown = malloc(s);
21 if (buff_updown == NULL){
22 xil_printf("buffer allocation problem\r\n");
23 while(1);}
24 else
25 xil_printf("buffer allocation success \r\n");
26 *(rx_socket_updown + segment_mem_base) = buff_updown; // seg base addr
27 *(rx_socket_updown + segment_mem_size) = s; // seg size
28 }
29 }
Configuration of the communication IP
Listing 4.2 shows an example of the routing table conﬁguration for the communication IP
working as the Network Interface Controller in a ring topology interconnection. For access-
ing the conﬁguration ports in the IP, it is used the Conﬁguration Registers module (Fig-
ure 4.11), which basically performs clock domain transitions. The example code uses two
for loops to go upstream and downstream across the ring, ensuring all the time the short-
est possible path base on the number of hops. Initially, the routing starts with the current
node (this_fpga) which is set to be routed upstream. This means that if a node sends
itself a packet, the route used will be up. However, when the packet arrives at the upstream
neighbor, it will be routed back downstream. Writing to the routing table needs the fol-
lowing format <route_decision><destination_fpga_id><endpoint_id> where
the Endpoint and the destination IDs are 8 bits width each and the route decision is only
1-bit width. Since we use hop-per-hop routing, the Endpoint ID is not considered. Only
the destination node (FPGA) ID is of interest for the routing table conﬁguration. Hence,
changing the number of Endpoints on the network does not aﬀect it. At the low level, the
destination ID is used as the address selector in the 256× 1 distributed ram memory where
the routing decision will be stored.
A similar technique is used for conﬁguring the broadcast and the forward modes. Depending
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on the current node position (FPGA executing the C code) and the broadcast sender position
on the network, it would be the conﬁguration. Two for loops go across the network node IDs,
from the broadcast sender ID to the opposite node in the ring. The broadcast and forward
conﬁguration will depend on where the current node is (downstream or upstream).
Listing 4.2 Example code in C for conﬁguring the communication IP.
1 // pointers declaration
2 Xuint32 * ctrl_regs = XPAR_SYSTEM_CONF_REGS_0_BASEADDR;
3
4 // configuring routing table and the broadcast mode.
5 // routing table format route_decision|destination_fpga_id<<8|endpoint_id
6 xil_printf("THIS FPGA ROUTING TABLE -->\r\n");
7 // routing upstream. ring topology. IDs decrease
8 for (i=0; i< nb_nodes/2; i++){
9 if((int)(this_fpga - i) >= 1){
10 *(ctrl_regs + route_table_data_offset) = (Xuint32) ROUTE_UP|(((int)(
this_fpga - i))<<8)|(0); // set dest IDs and route decision.
11 xil_printf("\t\t DESTINATION %3d %3x ROUTE UP \r\n", (int)(
this_fpga - i), (Xuint32) ROUTE_UP|(((int)(this_fpga - i))<<8)|(0));}
12 else{
13 *(ctrl_regs + route_table_data_offset) = (Xuint32) ROUTE_UP|(((
nb_nodes) + (int)(this_fpga - i))<<8)|(0);
14 xil_printf("\t\t DESTINATION %3d %3x ROUTE UP \r\n", (nb_nodes) +
(int)(this_fpga - i), (Xuint32) ROUTE_UP|(((nb_nodes) + (int)(this_fpga
- i))<<8)|(0));}
15 }
16 // routing downstream. ring topology. IDs increase
17 for (i=1; i<= nb_nodes/2; i++){
18 if((int)(this_fpga + i) <= nb_nodes){
19 *(ctrl_regs + route_table_data_offset) = (Xuint32) ROUTE_DOWN|(((int)
(this_fpga + i))<<8)|(0);
20 xil_printf("\t\t DESTINATION %3d %3x ROUTE DOWN \r\n", (int)(
this_fpga + i), (Xuint32) ROUTE_DOWN|(((int)(this_fpga + i))<<8)|(0));}
21 else{
22 *(ctrl_regs + route_table_data_offset) = (Xuint32) ROUTE_DOWN|(((int)
(this_fpga + i) - (nb_nodes))<<8)|(0);
23 xil_printf("\t\t DESTINATION %3d %3x ROUTE DOWN \r\n", (int)(
this_fpga + i) - (nb_nodes), (Xuint32) ROUTE_DOWN|(((int)(this_fpga + i
) - (nb_nodes))<<8)|(0));}
24 }
Sending and receiving data
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Once the software interface modules are connected to the PLB bus, the sending and receiving
process remain quite simple. The software just needs to reproduce the FIFO stream protocol
by using the three available registers lsw_data, msw_data, and ctrl. Before sending,
it should check the transmission Socket status to verify space availability for each protocol
beats. Listing 4.3 presents a utilization example of the software interface module for sending 8
bytes data. Every time the software writes to the ctrl register, the entire FIFO-stream beat
is pushed into the transmission Socket at the communication IP. Since the microprocessor’s
clock frequency is lower than the module’s and each write operation over the PLB bus takes
several clock cycles, the Tx software interface module cannot maintain one FIFO-stream
beat per clock cycle. When that happens, two main features developed enter to play, the
routing track memorization and the packet split and reconstruction at the transmission state
machine. In the example code, the ﬁrst protocol beat sets the routing path and the header
information for all remaining beats. The transmission state machine detects that the rest of
the packet is not following coming and splits and terminate the packet with the corresponding
tail. Whenever the second protocol beat is pushed, the header information is appended and
a packet is reconstructed with the new payload information. This operation may be repeated
as long as the ENDBIT is not signaled.
Listing 4.3 Example code in C for injecting 8 bytes data into the network through the Tx
software interface.
1 Xuint32 * tx_socket = XPAR_TXSOCKET_INTERFACE_0_BASEADDR;
2 Xuint64 payload_data64;
3 Xuint32 NB_BYTE = 4 ; // this is only used at the last fifo stream beat
4 Xuint32 HEADER = ((1<<24)|(0<<16))|((this_fpga<<8)|endpoint_id);
5 // header <node ID><endpoint ID><this node ID><this endpoint ID>
6
7 while(((*(tx_socket + TXStatus))) == 0); // tx socket status
8 payload_data64.Lower = 326651; // any random data
9 payload_data64.Upper = 5511236; // any random data
10 *(tx_socket + lsw_data) = HEADER; // packet’s header
11 *(tx_socket + msw_data) = payload_data64.Lower; // lsw data
12 *(tx_socket + ctrl) = STARTBIT; // sending flit
13 while(((*(tx_socket + TXStatus))) == 0); // tx socket status
14 *(tx_socket + lsw_data) = payload_data64.Upper; // msw data
15 *(tx_socket + ctrl) = NB_BYTE<<2|ENDBIT; // sending flit
The reception software interface module does Direct Memory Access operations as packets
are arriving at the Rx Socket. It organizes them in memory segments according to the
sender’s IDs. The software just needs to gather segments information and read the data
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from the associated memory location. To ﬁnd the right segment selector, the software has to
consider the number of transmission endpoints per node on the network. Listing 4.4 shows an
example of 8 bytes being received from a Tx Endpoint identiﬁed as "0" which belongs to the
node "master_id". The FIFO controller in the Rx software interface module (Figure 4.13)
controls all memory pointer operations, so the software just has to access to the read pointer
information and then notify the amount read. The read amount notiﬁcations let the module
know how many bytes can be removed from the segment by automatically updating the read
pointer and the segment data count. For the moment, MicroBlaze endianness issues have to
be solved by software.
Listing 4.4 Example code in C for receiving 8 bytes data through the Rx software interface.
1 Xuint32 data_swapped0;
2 Xuint32 data_swapped1;
3 Xuint32 *rx_ptr;
4 Xuint32 *rx_socket_updown = XPAR_RXSOCKET_INTERFACE_0_BASEADDR;
5
6 xil_printf("Waiting for data to arrive from the node "master_id"\r\n");
7 // selecting segment information set
8 *(rx_socket_updown + socket_seg_selector) = (master_id-1)*nb_endpoint + 0;
9 while (*(rx_socket_updown + segment_data_count) == 0);
10 xil_printf("segment has %d B\r\n",*(rx_socket_updown + segment_data_count)
);
11 //reading 4 bytes data
12 rx_ptr = (Xuint32*) (*(rx_socket_updown + segment_mem_base) +
*(rx_socket_updown + segment_read_ptr));
13 data_swapped0 = ((*rx_ptr>>24)&0xff) | ((*rx_ptr<<8)&0xff0000) | ((*rx_ptr
>>8) &0xff00) | ((*rx_ptr<<24)&0xff000000);
14 *(rx_socket_updown + segment_data_count) = 4; //notifying read amount
15 //reading 4 bytes data
16 rx_ptr = (Xuint32*) (*(rx_socket_updown + segment_mem_base) +
*(rx_socket_updown + segment_read_ptr));
17 data_swapped1 = ((*rx_ptr>>24)&0xff) | ((*rx_ptr<<8)&0xff0000) | ((*rx_ptr
>>8) &0xff00) | ((*rx_ptr<<24)&0xff000000);
18 *(rx_socket_updown + segment_data_count) = 4; //notifying read amount
19 xil_printf("Data received is %d %d \r\n",data_swapped1, data_swapped0);
4.4 Implementation and results
This section describes the communication IP implementation and its results on a multi-FPGA
platform.
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4.4.1 Platform description
Two Berkeley Emulation Engine 3 (BEE3) platforms are used to test the communication IP.
The BEE3 [40] has four Xilinx FPGAs Virtex-5 lx155t, each of which hosts up to 16 GB of
DDR2 DRAM and connects to two 10GBASE-CX4 interfaces on the front panel. The eight
FPGAs are interconnected in a ring topology using three meters long CX4-to-CX4 passive
copper cables (Figure 4.15). The dual 10GBASE-CX4 interfaces per FPGA are driven by
eight Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGTs) at the corresponding FPGA and they are designed
to shoot out data at 10Gbps. There is currently installed two 2GB DDR2 DRAM memories
per FPGA in a dual channel conﬁguration (two independent channels).
Figure 4.15 Multi-FPGA platform for testing the communication IP. Eight-FPGA machine
based on two BEE3 systems.
4.4.2 Implementation
The communication IP’s transceivers are mapped to the dual 10GBASE-CX4 interfaces,
bringing out two high-speed communication channels per FPGA. Each channel directly con-
nects a neighboring node. A direct network of FPGA devices in a ring topology is now
supported by the IP. Figure 4.16 shows a technology view of the implementation system.
For testing purposes, a pseudo-random generator/checker is connected to a transition and
reception Socket as an Endpoint. This generator/checker is a vhdl module designed to inject
packets with variable payload length. The packet’s source and destination IDs were set as the
same for each node, so each FPGA sends itself pseudo-random packets. A MicroBlaze-based
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Figure 4.16 The implementation system. A technology view.
system aids the IP conﬁguration for the routing table, which is set up to loop back all of the
received packets. It also connects to the communication IP through the software interface
modules (Figure 4.11). Figure 4.17 shows the packet generator and checker architecture.
The module is capable of injecting as many packets as the transmission Sockets can handle.
In other words, it stresses the communication channel by keeping the transmission buﬀer
full. The pseudo-random generator circuit uses 64 registers accessible in parallel to conform
packet’s payload. The generator’s seed is speciﬁed at design time as well as the packet header
and the tail (constants). The module allows variable payload length packet injection, going
from 1 to n bytes.
The checker circuit is similar to the generator. When a packet arrives at the Rx Socket, the
FIFO Stream beats from the network are compared to those from the checker. An error is
signaled when there is not a match.
Bit error ratio (BER)
At 10Gbps speed, some of the channels show errors in the received data. The XAUI modules
often signal loss of synchronization and in some cases, the links are completely down. To
debug the channels and identify the source of errors, the transceivers were tested in all four
possible loopback-path conﬁgurations. Each conﬁguration tests a diﬀerent transceiver section
in order to discard faulty components.
1. Near-end PCS loopback
The data path loops back at the PCS layer in the local FPGA. The data never gets
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Figure 4.17 Packet generator and checker architecture.
out of the device. The PMA section is not involved.
2. Near-end PMA loopback
The data path loops back at the transceivers’ PMA layer, just before the line drivers.
The data remains at the FPGA’s internal boundary.
3. Far-end PMA loopback
The data path loops back at the PMA layer in a remote FPGA. The CX4-to-CX4
passive copper cable is part of the path. The data gets out of the local FPGA. The
remote PCS section is not involved.
4. Far-end PCS loopback
The data path loops back at the PCS section in a remote FPGA. The data travels
from the source to the destination device and it is automatically looped back at the
PCS. The received data is also presented to the remote user logic.
The two Far-End loopback conﬁgurations indicated that the source for the faulty links could
be caused by imperfections in the BEE3’s PCB or in the CX4 cable connections. This was
concluded since the two Near-End conﬁgurations didn’t show errors and the Far-End ones
did.
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The Integrated Bit Error Ratio Tester (IBERT) tool from Xilinx is used to tune up the links.
This tool allows real-time Multi-Gigabit Transceivers monitoring and conﬁguration through
Chipscope. It utilizes the embedded Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) engine at each
transceiver to generate and check bit sequences over the link. A real-time report of the Bit
Error Ratio (BER) is displayed whilst changing the transceiver block conﬁgurations. The
sweep feature is used to test a range of conﬁgurations. The report shows that some links
reach down to 10−9 BER which is worse than the BER operation deﬁned for XAUI standard
(10−12) [41].
To overcome this problem, the transceivers speed is reduced to 2.5Gbps of the 3.125Gbps
initially set for XAUI operation. This reduces the XAUI channel bandwidth to 2.5 · 4 · 0.8 =
8Gbps after 8b/10b encoding. A BER of 10−12 is now reached in all of the links. The new
set of parameters for the transceivers conﬁguration is extracted from the IBERT tool and
used in the eight-FPGA machine. The Xilinx XAUI IPs are also conﬁgured to operate at
the reduced speed. Both new transceiver and XAUI conﬁgurations are speciﬁed manually
by modifying the IP source ﬁles. Figure 4.18 shows a screenshot of the tuning process with
Xilinx IBERT tool. From there, is it possible to see the 8 transceivers running at 2.5Gbps,
sending and receiving Pseudo-Random Sequences of 7 bits (PRBS-7) which are similar to
the 8b/10b encoding scheme. The Figure only shows the window panel for one FPGA, that
one conﬁguring the transceivers to shoot out raw data bits (no loopback). However, another
window panel associated to the immediate neighbor FPGA would show the transceivers
conﬁgured in loopback so that the links can be tested. The transceivers’ status "Linked" is
only reached after a certain level of good Bit Error Ratio.
Finding a good and common conﬁguration set for all of the transceivers in the eight-
FPGA machine was a long process. Listing A.1 shows the initial transceiver conﬁgura-
tion from Xilinx Core Generator at 10Gbps operation rate, and the new conﬁguration ob-
tained after IBERT tuning up for 8Gbps line speed. The code displayed comes from the
xaui_rocketio_wrapper_tile.v source ﬁle which contains the attributes and conﬁg-
uration port states for the transceiver dual-tile. Initially, the shared Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) module at the transceiver dual tile is set properly for 125Mhz reference clock and
2.5Gbps line rate. Then, the receiver equalization circuit is enabled by tying RXENEQB0
port to ground and its parameters conﬁgured according to IBERT tune up. For more details
about the receiver equalization circuit refer to [42].
XAUI’s new attributes are related to the Digital Clock Manager module conﬁguration (Fig-
ure 4.3). They are updated in the same way as the PLL attributes are speciﬁed to the
transceiver dual-tile.
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Figure 4.18 Xilinx IBERT screenshot for link tune up.
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Maximum clock frequency
After implementation, the synthesis tool reports a maximum clock frequency for the commu-
nication IP of 220MHz. However, for XAUI conﬁguration (10Gbps), the IP most be driven
at 156.25MHz. For the reduced speed conﬁguration (8Gbps), a clock frequency of 125MHz
should be used.
Device utilization
Table 4.2 summarizes the resource utilization for the communication IP conﬁgured for two
Tx/Rx Sockets. A two Tx/Rx Sockets conﬁguration actually uses three transmission and
reception Sockets because of the Default Socket. Each of them consumes two Block RAMs
for buﬀering (FIFO), one per channel. The Virtex-5 FPGA contains 16 MGTs structured as
eight GTP Dual-Tiles, of which the communication IP utilizes the half. The small footprint
of the proposed architecture ensures enough room for user applications.
End-to-end latency The minimum theoretical latency for the Link and Network layers, and 32
bits packet’s payload length is 4 clock cycles in transmission and 3 clock cycles in reception.
Figure 4.19 presents the minimum latency per functional block. Some block’s latency depends
on the conﬁguration used for the communication IP, especially on the number of Tx and Rx
Sockets. As explained above, in the router module and the FIFOs (First-Word-Fall-Through
type) have only 1 and 2 clock cycles latency respectively. The switching module’s latency
on transmission depends on the number of Tx Sockets and the round robin scheduler. Its
latency can go from 0 to NB_TX_Socket including the scheduling time for the Default Tx
Socket. The Rx and Tx state machines have 1 clock cycle minimum latency each. However,
the XGMII alignment at the receiving XAUI interface may aﬀect the Rx state machine in
1 clock cycle. Demultiplexing the incoming packets is fully combinational, so no latency is
incurred at this stage. Finally, the round robin scheduler at the Rx Socket adds 0 or 1 cycle
to the entire communication process.
Figure 4.19 Latency estimation per block on the communication stack.
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Table 4.2 Resource utilization for communication IP in a Virtex-5 xl155t FPGA.
Resource LUTs FFs Slices Block RAMs GTP Dual
Utilization 2289 2777 1135 12 4
% 2 2 4 5 50
To verify the minimum theoretical latency estimation, the communication IP is simulated.
Latency is measured from the moment an endpoint pushes the ﬁrst packet beat into a Tx
Socket until it is available to pop out at the destination Rx Socket. The testbench conﬁgures
the IP for two Tx/Rx Sockets and loops back the channels at the network side (XAUI lanes
in the channel up are connected to XAUI lanes in the channel down). The delays incurred
due to the length of the serial connection (cable) are not considered in simulation.
Table 4.3 presents the minimum accumulative latency at four points across the data path.
The Tx/Rx endpoint and the Tx/Rx XAUI regions refer to the communication IP user-side
ports and the XGMII interface boundaries with the Physical layer respectively. The IP reach
a minimum end-to-end latency of 34 clock cycles which is equivalent to 272ns at 125Mhz clock
frequency. If the links were able to work at 10Gbps then at the nominal clock frequency for
XAUI, the communication IP would have 217.6ns end-to-end latency.
Table 4.3 Latency report in clock cycles for the communication IP.
Region Tx endpoint Tx XAUI Rx XAUI Rx endpoint
Min. Acc. Latency 0 4 31 34
Figure 4.21 shows the waveform simulation associated with the reported latency measure-
ments. The packet’s payload length chosen for the stimulus is four bytes which ﬁt in only
one FIFO-stream beat. The main events during the transmission are summarized hereafter.
— At time T0, two broadcast packets with 4 bytes payload are pushed in parallel into
two Tx Sockets. Only one FIFO-Stream beat is necessary for that.
— At time T1, the routing path is solved and the packet is ready to be driven through
the adequate Tx FIFO.
— At time T2, the packet is pushed into a Tx FIFO.
— At time T3, the packet comes out from the data out port on a Tx FIFO being accessible
from the Tx state machines.
— At time T4, the ﬁrst XGMII beat is driven to a XAUI module. A single FIFO-
Stream beat requires two XGMII beats. Following this point, it is possible to see
in the waveform the two packets pushed at the beginning, being now transmitted
consecutively. This actually shows a nice operation from the round robin scheduler at
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the switching module and the Tx state machine.
— At time T5, the ﬁrst XGMII beat is received at a XAUI module.
— At time T6, after the second XGMII beat arrives, the packet is fully received and it
is pushed into an Rx FIFO.
— At time T7, ﬁnally the packet is ready to be read from an Rx Socket.
Throughput and efficiency
Protocols overhead is always a concern in any communication system. In the communication
IP, the custom protocol implemented over the XGMII introduces twelve bytes overhead per
packet (Figure 4.4 XGMII stream). Additionally, each new packet always starts in the next
XGMII data beat. This means that in the worst case, seven bytes must be also added as
overhead. Depending on the packet length, the protocol overhead can go from twelve to
nineteen bytes producing a sawtooth behavior on the communication IP’s throughput chart
(Figure 4.20).
The available bandwidth is 16Gbps split into two 8Gbps channels. Because of the vari-
able payload length feature, the actual throughput depends on the payload size. The worst
throughput is 0,9Gbps for one-byte payload packets, which represents 5,56% channel eﬃ-
ciency. This poor behavior of the communication channel is rapidly improved by increasing
the payload size. With only 100 bytes payload, less than 11% of the available bandwidth is
utilized for the protocol (overhead).
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Figure 4.20 Custom protocol throughput.
Upgrading and boosting the communication IP
Upgrading the communication IP to work on modern FPGAs is straightforward. The XGMII
standard interface decouples the Physical layer from the Link layer allowing an easy migration
to newer transceiver technologies. For example, a Virtex-6 FPGA on a BEE4 multi-FPGA
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Figure 4.21 Minimum latency for 32-bit payload packets. Communication IP waveform simulation.
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platform uses GTX transceivers capable of running at a line rate of 6.6Gbps. Depending on
the FPGA speed grade, the XAUI cores on the communication IP can be driven at a clock
frequency of 312,5MHz to reach DXAUI (Double XAUI) mode. In DXAUI conﬁguration, the
IP is capable of shutting out 20Gbps per channel data to the network; 40Gbps in total.
Another possible upgrading is replacing the XAUI cores by two RXAUI (Reduced XAUI)
cores. The RXAUI cores are very similar to XAUI with the slight diﬀerence that they use
only two transceivers to reach 10Gbps bandwidth. This is a tremendous improvement in
terms of serial high-speed PHY utilization. If maintaining the initially four transceivers is
not a problem, then four RXAUI cores could be implemented to provide a fanout of four at
10Gbps each. A small modiﬁcation has to be done to the switching blocks in the Link layer
to support four XGMII interfaces instead of two.
For higher bandwidth like 40Gbps and 100Gbps, some major modiﬁcation has to be done. At
the Physical layer, the XAUI cores have to be replaced with XLAUI (40 Gigabit Attachment
Unit Interface) or CAUI (100 Gigabit Attachment Unit Interface) cores. At the Link layer, the
Tx/Rx state machines have to be modiﬁed to support XLMII (40 Gigabit Media Independent
Interface) or CMII (100 Gigabit Media Independent Interface). The XGMII and XAUI legacy
would make this modiﬁcation eﬀortless.
4.5 Verification
The veriﬁcation process for the entire design was separated in units and system veriﬁcation.
Units veriﬁcation included tests to particular functions or low-level blocks. Integration tests
were also carried out where the micro scale blocks were combined together. White-box and
gray-box (because of the XAUI’s protected netlist and built-in FIFOs) testing were mainly
used for units veriﬁcation with Xilinx ISIM as the main simulator. Among the techniques used
there were basic and semi-automated testbenches with assertions and waveform monitoring.
System level veriﬁcation was carried out directly on the FPGA platform. The software system
(MicroBlaze and Software interface modules) and the Chipscope Analyzer tool were used for
injecting stimulus, monitor behaviors, checking results and printing reports.
Table 4.4 highlights the main tests applied to the communication IP for veriﬁcation. Only a
summary is presented for illustrating de veriﬁcation process.
Figure 4.22 shows an example of system level veriﬁcation where the variable payload, the
routing table, and the broadcast features are tested from the software interface. In the
Figure, there are three console windows displaying information from the software application
running on node 4, 5, and 6. Nodes 4 and 6 are the nearest neighboring nodes to 5, connecting
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upstream and downstream respectively. The node 5 is used as the master device in a ring
network topology. Initially, it sends 2 bytes (0x2211) to node 4 and 4 bytes (0x44332211)
to node 6. Later, it injects a 4-bytes payload (0x88776655) broadcast packet to all nodes.
The console windows show the transmission and reception process for both the master and
the slave applications. It is possible to see part of the initial conﬁguration process where
the memory segments are allocated and bound to transmitter Endpoints, the routing table
is populated and the broadcast mode is set.
Table 4.4 – Communication IP test plan summary for the transmission section.
Section Description Method
Transmission
FIFO Stream
and XGMII
protocol
The FIFO Stream protocol is well
translated into XGMII protocol. The Tx
state machine behaves according to the
Control ﬁeld in the FIFO Stream protocol.
All the protocol ﬁelds are arranged properly
(packet tail is well inserted in the XGMII
protocol with the adequate length).
Variable payload length is supported.
ISIM simulator: Testbench
with from-ﬁle stimulus and
reference model; waveform
monitoring.
Packet split
and recompo-
sition
After an unterminated FIFO Stream packet
injection, the transmitter truncates and
appends the appropriated packet tail.
Whenever the injection restarts, a new
packet is assembled by appending the last
packet’s header.
ISIM simulator: Testbench
and waveform monitoring.
On-Chip test: Software
interface stimulus and
monitoring; Chipscope
monitoring.
Broadcast Packets with destination ID equal to 0x00
are pushed into both communication
channels.
ISIM simulator: Testbench
and waveform monitoring.
On-Chip test: Software
interface stimulus and
monitoring; Chipscope
monitoring.
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Routing The routing table is accessible from the
software interface. The packets are
forwarded to the communication channel
according to its destination ID and the
routing decision stored on the table. The
router can loop back packets. The packet’s
body and tail follow the same path as the
header.
ISIM simulator: Testbench
and waveform monitoring.
On-Chip test: Software
interface stimulus and
monitoring; Chipscope
monitoring.
Tx software
interface
The microprocessor environment injects
packets into the network throughout the
communication IP.
ISIM simulator: Testbench
and waveform monitoring.
On-Chip test: Software
interface stimulus and
monitoring; Chipscope
monitoring.
The waveform displayed in Figure 4.22 associates to node 5. It captures outgoing packets
from both channels at the XAUIs’ XGMII interfaces. The waveform veriﬁes the correctness
of the custom protocol (Figure 4.4) and the features implemented. It shows the ﬁrst packet
targeting node 4, coming out from channel UP with only 2 bytes payload. The second
captured packet targets node 6 with 4 bytes payload and goes throughout channel DOWN.
Finally, the third packet traverses both channels at the same time, targeting all nodes in the
network.
4.6 Conclusion
The presented architecture for an FPGA-to-FPGA high-speed communication was designed
for low latency. Its’ functionalities and main blocks were carefully selected to ﬁt the basic
needs in an FPGA network while maintaining a small footprint, low overhead, and high
throughput. The IP was tested in an eight-FPGA network connected in ring topology. Some
of the links showed constant bit errors at maximum speed, therefore a lower bit rate was used
to compensate for it. The IP is highly eﬃcient in terms of bandwidth utilization thanks to the
variable payload length feature and the reduced protocol control ﬁelds. It should be noticed
that the custom protocol implemented has unused ﬁelds for future functionalities support
which were also included in the overhead and eﬃciency estimations. A friendly FIFO-like
user interface and a customizable design (vhdl generics) abstract the communication process
and make the IP easy to use.
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Figure 4.22 Features veriﬁcation example with software stimulus and Chipscope monitoring.
A software interface has been designed for supporting full data transfer and IP conﬁguration
from a microprocessor environment. In packet reception, a memory organization system is
implemented for storing the incoming packets y separated memory segments according to
the senders’ IDs.
The proposed architecture is capable of scaling to hundreds of nodes (FPGAs) and Endpoints,
being the only limitation the targeting platform. The end-to-end latency on an FPGA
network utilizing the communication IP is expected to scale linearly. Two communication
channels interface the network side for the moment. This low connectivity limits the network
topology to ring or linear array which isn’t the ideal topologies for low diameter networks.
Time critical and distributed applications involving data transmission via high-speed links
can be supported by the communication IP. Its low latency, high-bandwidth features as well
as its direct network architecture, ﬁt perfectly in the scheme of High-Performance Computing
systems. Packet routing and broadcasting are supported allowing tight large System-on-Chip
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partitioning over an FPGA-based cluster.
The architecture requirements presented in Section 4.1 are following reviewed to conclude
this chapter.
1. High-speed communication
The XAUI cores in the architecture bond four transceivers to reach 10Gbps bandwidth
per channel. However, a reduced speed version of XAUI was used to overcome bit
errors in some of the links. The reasons for high BER could be associated with jitter
accumulation, signal noise and attenuation due to BEE3’s long PCB routes, power
supply noise, thermal noise and/or poor electrical connections in the CX-4 assembly.
The operating aggregate bandwidth is then 16Gbps.
2. Low latency communication
Basic functionalities for distributed FPGA-based applications and an optimized design
have led to a low latency of 272ns (34 clock cycles).
3. Efficient communication
The channel eﬃciency depends on the payload length. For that, the communication
IP implements a variable payload length feature which allows reaching 89% eﬃciency
with only 100 bytes payload (14 XGMII-stream beats including protocol overhead).
4. Small footprint
The FPGA utilization is directly associated with the number of Sockets conﬁgured for
the IP. Increasing the number of Sockets would lead to higher resource consumption
due to more buﬀering and routing components. Despite that, the proposed architec-
ture has a small footprint with only 5% device utilization for two Rx/Tx Sockets (two
Rx/Tx endpoints can have access to the Network Interface Controller).
5. Abstraction
A FIFO-like stream at the user side interface abstracts the communication process for
all of the endpoints.
6. Reliability
Reliability is achieved by means of the 8b/10b encoding scheme on the transceivers.
When data arrives with wrong disparity or illegal 10-bit codes (out-of-table), the
transceivers signal an error which is monitored by the XAUI core. This in turn checks
for out-of-synchronization and misalignment lanes errors, providing thus a signiﬁcant
level of reliability on the communication channel.
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CHAPTER 5 HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING TEST ON A
MULTI-FPGA PLATFORM
In the previous chapter, it has been implemented a custom high-speed and low latency
communication IP, suitable for High-Performance Computing applications on multi-FPGA
platforms. The IP reduces the overhead associated with data movement and allows tight in-
tegration in large System-on-Chip (SoC) partitions. To demonstrate it, this chapter describes
an HPC test implementation on an eight-FPGA machine utilizing the Communication IP as
the Network Interface Controller.
5.1 HPC test: Dense matrix-vector multiplication
The highly parallel nature of matrix-vector multiplication makes it an ideal low-level appli-
cation for using in an FPGA-based computing platform. Eventually, its implementation may
be later extrapolated to higher level scientiﬁc and engineering application, giving a good idea
of what the platform is capable of. Matrix-vector multiplication computations may be done
in parallel by distributing multipliers and adders across several FPGAs, because of the loose
dependency of the operations.
Consider the following dense (with only non-zero elements) m×n matrix multiplying a dense
vector of length n (Equation 5.1). The resulting vector is the dot-product between each row
of the matrix and the vector. The multiplications and the additions can be performed
concurrently through MAC operators.
There are several matrix partitioning, organization and compressing methods to aid improve
performance when calculating. Since implementing complex techniques for matrix-vector
parallel multiplication is out of our goal and is time-consuming in a pure hardware approach,
a simple row-major and block partitioning method, also known as "rowwise block-striped with
replicated vector", is chosen for the HPC test. A block is n columns by m/num_nodes rows
when possible, to guaranty the same processing amount per computing unit. Equation 5.1
shows an example of 2 × n partitioned blocks, each of which will be assigned to a unique
unit.
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
(5.1)
Execution sequence
The execution sequence for the HPC test is based on a scatter and gather parallel pattern.
It is explained hereafter.
1. Matrix partitioning
The matrix is partitioned into equal-size blocks and stored locally for all FPGAs.
2. Vector broadcasting
The vector is distributed from a master device to all other nodes throughout the
interconnection network supported by the Communication IP (Chapter 4).
3. Vector receiving and storing
The vector elements are received and stored locally for all FPGAs.
4. Parallel computing
From the moment the vector is available at a computing node (FPGA), the computa-
tion starts. Elements from a row-major matrix traversal and the broadcasted vector
are taken into MAC operators for computing dot-product. A full run is completed
when all of the elements in a row are computed to all the elements in the vector and
a ﬁnal resulting element is obtained.
5. Resulting vector gathering
Each computing unit sends back the results to the master device.
Number of operations
The HPC test is computed in ﬂoating-point double precision (64 bits). The number of
mathematical operations involved is expressed in ﬂoating-point operations which can be
obtained through the Equation 5.2. The speed of which these operations are solved is used
as a parameter for measuring the performance of any computing machine. For example,
for a 4000 × 2000 matrix multiplying a 2000 elements vector, the amount of ﬂoating-point
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operations is 15996000. Supposing that it can be computed in 1ms, then the performance of
the machine is about 16GFLOPS.
FLOPs = (2n− 1)×m (5.2)
5.2 Platform architecture
The target platform is the eight-FPGA machine described in Subsection 4.4.1. The High-
Performance Computing (HPC) test consists of a single hardware/software design (bitstream)
for all FPGAs in the network. Its design integrates a memory system, several processing units,
a microprocessor and a Network Interface Controller (the Communication IP). Figure 5.1
presents the architecture for the HPC test.
Figure 5.1 Architecture for the High-Performance Computing test.
There are three main clock regions. Synchronizers and dual-clock FIFOs are used when
needed to ensure safe clock domains crossing.
1. The 200MHz clock region
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This clock region includes the external memory system which operates at
DDR2@200MHz 64-bits data interface.
2. The 125MHz clock region
This clock region includes the hardware processing units and the Communication IP.
The IP is driven at this frequency to ensure reliable high-speed communication, as
presented in Chapter 4.
3. The 100MHz clock region
This clock region includes the MicroBlaze microprocessor system. The MicroBlaze
couldn’t operate at 200MHz because of timing failures neither at 125MHz because is
not compatible with the external memory system. The external memory controller
in the BEE3 is conﬁgured to operate at 200MHz to achieve DDR2 400. The devices
interfacing the controller may operate at the same or at the half of the memory
controller’s operating frequency [4]. Hence, 125MHz remains as an incompatible clock
frequency when directly interfacing the oﬀ-chip memory.
5.2.1 Memory system
As many embedded systems, the platform has on-chip and oﬀ-chip memories. Both are used
in the HPC test to fully exploit the platform capabilities.
Off-chip memory
The BEE3 platform has installed two 2GB DDR2 DRAM memories per FPGA in a dual
channel conﬁguration. To fully exploit this memory capability, two independent memory
controllers are instantiated. Xilinx’s Multi-Port Memory Controller (MPMC) solution is
used along with a Memory Interface Generator (MIG)-based PHY interface.
The MPMC [4] has eight independent interface conﬁgurable ports to the user application,
providing multiple accesses to the oﬀ-chip memory, which means that several cores could
be directly connected to the MPMC and independently issue requests to and from memory.
The MPMC provides the Native Port Interface (NPI) as a custom interface for high band-
width and low latency transfers to memory. It allows a direct connection to the MPMC
without arbitration, and hardware cores to be driven at the memory controller’s operating
frequency. Other conﬁgurable interfaces are also supported for more standard solutions i.e.
PLB interface.
The memory system conﬁgures one port on both MPMC for 32-bits data PLB interface and
the remaining ports for 64-bits data NPI. The PLB interfaces are used to provide memory
accesses through a shared bus interface connecting a MicroBlaze processor and other periph-
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erals. The NPI interfaces attend requests from hardware cores. The arbitration between the
ports is set ﬁxed with the highest priority on the PORT0. This simpliﬁes the arbitration
logic, saving resources and helping to meet timing constraints. The memory controllers are
driven at a clock frequency of 200MHz as well as all of the accessing ports excepting the PLB
conﬁgured ports which are driven at 100MHz because of the MicroBlaze processor frequency
limit.
Xilinx does not directly support NPI integration into a hardware core through generated
templates, thus the conﬁguration has to be done manually by modifying the source ﬁles [43].
Xilinx neither supports the BEE3 board during the Memory Interface Generator (MIG) GUI
ﬂow, hence the PHY connexions and constraints must be speciﬁed manually using BEE3
documentation.
The NPI has the highest performance on the MPMC. Table 5.1 shows the NPI performance
estimation for the proposed memory system. This estimation depends on the interface con-
ﬁguration and on the hardware core behavior driving it.
Table 5.1 NPI latency and throughput for the implemented memory system [4].
Number Memory Interface NPI Width NPI Burst Initial Transaction Max Total
of Ports Type Latency Data Throughput
3-8 DDR2@200MHz 64 bits 64 bits 32 DWord 23 Clk cycles 17.8Gbps
With two MPMC interfacing two RDIMM memories, the platform counts with 35.6Gbps
oﬀ-chip data throughput per FPGA, 284.8Gbps global.
NPI memory readers
To guarantee the maximum possible data throughput from the MPMC, the modules (memory
readers) connected to the NPI ports implement back-to-back transfers, also known as double
buﬀering. The memory readers are basically composed of a dual clock FIFO and a control unit
that manages the NPI protocol. Each reader receives, through an input port, the memory
base address and the amount of data to be read from the memory. After a triggering event
(ready signal), the data is requested to the MPMC and stored into the MPMC’s internal
FIFO. Thus, NPI interface controller leverages the buﬀering capabilities at every MPMC
port. Once the data is ready to be popped out (NPI_empty deasserted), the NPI read
latency has to be considered for validating the data at the NPI_Rd_Data port. Since
the rest of the design cannot work at the same clock frequency as the Multi-Port Memory
Controller, a built-in dual clock FIFO is used for synchronizing. Figure 5.2 present the
architecture of the Native Port Interface memory reader described above. The NPI read
controller keeps the MPMC’s internal FIFOs as full as possible by queueing read requests.
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Figure 5.2 Architecture of the native port interface memory reader.
It monitors the FIFO’s state to avoid overﬂow and data corruption. Listing B.1 presents the
hardware description code of the NPI read controller for 32-double-word burst read transfers.
Data allocation and memory population
For the matrix-vector multiplication application, the matrix and the vector must be allocated
on the external memory as well as the results of the calculation (golden or reference) for ver-
iﬁcation purposes. Since the BEE3 platform has two DDR2 RDIMM memories installed per
FPGA, each of them in an independent channel, two MPMCs are used to increase the global
memory bandwidth. Data is then stored in both memories through a PLB interface port.
Both MPMCs are connected to a PLB bus providing access to a MicroBlaze microprocessor
and some others peripherals as needed. The MicroBlaze is a 32-bits RISC microprocessor, so
its addressable capabilities are 232 = 4GB. Then 2GB of the total address space is assigned
to the DDR2_CHANNEL_A, 1GB to the DDR2_CHANNEL_B and the remaining to
peripheral devices and local on-chip memory. Only 3GB storage are available of the physical
4GB (two 2GB RDIMM), however, the memory system counts with a powerful 35.6Gbps
external data throughput per FPGA.
The memory population process is done during the downloading process of the executable
ﬁle (elf) to the MicroBlaze. The elf ﬁle contains the data which is going to be placed on the
oﬀ-chip memories. For that, the memory regions have to be speciﬁed beforehand by means of
the linker script. Data alignment has to be also speciﬁed since NPI imposes a data alignment
constraint on burst transfers. Data must be aligned to the transfer size, that is, each address
must be on the boundary of the transfer length. For 32-dwords transfer size, the alignment
must be 256-bytes boundary (starting address must be 0x000 or 0x100).
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On-chip memory
The platform exploits on-chip memory for local and fast storage. To optimize on-chip memory
utilization and save logic resources, diﬀerent design techniques are considered. Distributed
and Block RAM memories are used depending on the size needed. A smart utilization of its
aspect ratio based on the primitives (the basic building blocks) saves the proposed design
from resource misuses i.e. half a BRAM wasted. Built-in FIFO primitives are also used when
necessary.
The V ECTOR_HOLDER module (Figure 5.3) is a FIFO/circular buﬀer implemented on
BRAM memory. Its purpose is to hold the vector data and to loop on it for every row in
the matrix. Initially, it behaves like a regular First-Word-Falls-Through FIFO allowing data
processing as vector arrives. After the entire vector has been received, it changes its behavior
to a circular buﬀer. It has two input sources for receiving the vector data; one connected to an
NPI memory reader which is used when the platform is conﬁgured as a master device, and the
other connected to the Network Interface Controller (the Communication IP) for receiving the
vector from the network (slave device). The operating mode is changeable in runtime through
a conﬁguration port (MASTER_config). The V ECTOR_HOLDER module feeds one of
the operand’s inputs at the processing units (MAC cores). On master mode, the vector is
forwarded to the slave devices using the broadcast feature of the Communication IP. The
module holds up to 4000 ﬂoating point double precision vector elements.
Largest possible matrix-vector multiplication application
The architecture for testing has 3GB oﬀ-chip memory and 32KB on-chip memory for holding
the matrix and vector respectively. Considering that the master device has to store more data
than the slave devices because of the veriﬁcation and the scattering/gathering process, the
largest possible matrix and vector estimation is done for the master. Table 5.2 summarizes
the main constraints that limit the matrix and the vector sizes in the HPC test.
Table 5.2 Maximum matrix-vector data set size for matrix-vector multiplication on the BEE3
platform. Architecture constraints.
Constraint
Max_V Size (vector size) 32KB on-chip memory capacity 4000 elements
NB_Nodes (number of FPGAs) 8 (1 master, 7 slaves)
Offchip_Mem 3GB oﬀ-chip memory capacity 402 653 184 elements
Equation 5.3 describes the relation between the oﬀ-chip memory capacity and the maximum
application data allowed, where Max_Rows is the maximum number of matrix rows and
Max_V Size is the maximum vector size constrained by the V ECTOR_HOLDER module
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Figure 5.3 Vector holder architecture.
depth. After applying Table 5.2’s constraints, the maximummatrix size that can be computed
on the platform is 803688×4000 elements which can be decomposed into eight 100461×4000
submatrices, one per node (FPGA). No matrix compression techniques are considered.
Max_Rows× (Max_V Size+NB_Nodes)+
⇒ Max_V Size = Offchip_Mem
(5.3)
Matrix organization into memory
In computing, row-major order and column-major order describe methods for arranging mul-
tidimensional arrays in linear storage such as memory. The matrix organization in the mem-
ory system is done in row-major order where consecutive elements of the array are continuous
in memory. This works accordingly with the matrix decomposition and parallelization strat-
egy "row-wise block-striped with replicated vector".
Direct memory access and PLB memory writer
Writing in memory in an organized manner is very important for any application. For that,
the architecture counts with a memory writer module connected to the PLB bus (rx software
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interface from Section 4.3.2). This module performs Direct Memory Accesses (DMA) to
the oﬀ-chip memories through the PLB interface port at the MPMCs. The PLB interface
is chosen for the writer instead of the NPI interface because the result writing rate is less
than the reading and processing rates. Hence, it is unnecessary and ineﬃcient in terms of
resource utilization to employ a new interface for this only purpose, while there is a shared
PLB interface that meets the requirements.
The memory writer (rx software interface) at the master device receives the resulting data
from all of the nodes in the network. The data must be organized in the memory as it arrives
at a Reception Socket at the Communication IP.
The writer uses memory pointers for all of the processing units on the network. Each pointer
points to a memory region deﬁned by a base address and a maximum buﬀer size. When
the resulting data arrives at the Reception Socket, the packet’s Source ﬁeld is utilized for
selecting the associated memory pointer. Figure 5.4 illustrates the memory map for the
oﬀ-chip memories.
The maximum buﬀer size allowed by the writer hardware is 1MB per processing unit which
is enough to store the largest possible result based on the largest possible matrix-vector
multiplication application that can run on the platform.
5.2.2 Processing units
The architecture in Figure 5.1 has six processing unit capable of computing six dot-
product operations in parallel. The operators’ inputs are connected to an independent
NPI memory reader (OPERAND_A) and to the V ECTOR_HOLDER module output
(OPERAND_B). The NPI memory readers feed one operand input with a fraction of the
local block-striped matrix while the other operand is the replicated vector. The dot-product
operators are data ﬂow controlled modules, operating only and immediately when there is
valid data at each operand input. Figure 5.5 presents the dot-product operator architecture.
A FIFO-like interface simpliﬁes and uniﬁes modules’ interconnections.
The operator is structured in three main stages.
1. The multiplication stage
This stage is composed of a ﬂoating point double precision multiplication operator
pipelined in 6 stages and a control unit that monitors for valid data at each operand
input. The operator is implemented on 13 Virtex-5 FPGA DSP48E slices. Xilinx
Core Generator tool is used to generate the multiplier primitive.
2. The partial sums computation stage
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Figure 5.4 Oﬀ-chip memory map and memory writer module look-up table.
A ﬂoating point double precision accumulator integrates this stage. Partial sums are
computed and accumulated from the previous stage results. The operator has 8 cycles
latency, thus 8 partial sums are stored in pipeline. A local control unit monitors
for valid data at the inputs and keeps track of the processed column number for
reinitialization purposes. When an entire row and vector have passed, the control
unit throws out the pipelined partial sums to the next stage for reduction while can
keep accepting new income data.
3. The partial sums reduction stage
The main purpose of the third stage is to reduce the partial sums computed in the
previous stage without stalling the incoming data ﬂow. Similar to the second stage, an
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Figure 5.5 Dot-product operator architecture.
accumulator is implemented in 8 pipeline stages on 3 Virtex-5 FPGA DSP48E slices.
The partial sum reduction process takes Latadd × log2(Latadd) clock cycles to produce
a ﬁnal result. Since the adder operator has a latency of 8 cycles (Latadd = 8), the
reduction process takes 24 clock cycles. After partial sums reduction completion, the
result is then packed and sent to the master FPGA through the Communication IP.
Our dot-product operator implementation is similar to the dot-product operator for a gaxpy
BLAS level-2 routine implementation in [35]. The diﬀerences are in the dual-stage accu-
mulator which in our case it is not implemented in a binary adder tree. Instead, we use a
partial sums reduction stage with control logic and feedback. This allows us to reduce logic
resources associated to the adder tree.
Each dot-product operator is connected to a Transmission Socket at the Communication IP.
The Source, Destination, and Control ﬁelds of the Custom protocol (Figure 4.4 FIFO-stream)
are appended to the dot-product result similar to the vector packing circuit in Figure 5.3.
All of the operators have a diﬀerent and unique ID which is used in combination with the
FPGA (node) ID as the Source ﬁeld. This will be lately used to organize the received data
at the master device.
The operators are driven at a clock frequency of 125MHz and can accept a new pair of
operands every clock cycle. Since the operators are data ﬂow controlled, the operand sup-
plier’s rate must match the processing rate to prevent operators from stalling. That is 8Gbps
data rate per operand port. The V ECTOR_HOLDER module provides a half of the pro-
cessing rate while the other half comes from the MPMCs. Both MPMCs combined have a
maximum data throughput of 35.6Gbps which is less than the required 48Gbps from matrix
operands ports (8Gbps operand bandwidth × 6 operators). This means that the dot-product
operators are working at 74% capacity because of the external memory bandwidth limitation
and 26% of the time, the operators will be stalled.
The main advantages of the proposed three-stage dot-product operator are that the size of
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the computed matrix-vector can change without aﬀecting the resource utilization on the tar-
geting FPGA platform. Hence, the matrix can scale. The operators are data ﬂow controlled
modules computing only and immediately there is valid data at their inputs. High processing
performance is achieved thanks to the dual-stage accumulator, which is capable of accepting
a new set of (matrix_row,vector) data elements every clock cycle (125MHz). Only 30 clock
cycles are needed to fully reduce the partial sums and produce a result after the entire (ma-
trix_row,vector) arrays have entered the operator. The total latency estimation equation for
the proposed dot-product operators in a matrix_row · vector application is described by the
Equation 5.4.
Total_Latency = Latmult + Latadd × log2(Latadd) + V ector_Size (5.4)
Table 5.3 summarizes the resource utilization for one and six ﬂoating point double precision
dot-product operators implemented on the Virtex-5 xl155t FPGA.
Table 5.3 Resource utilization for the ﬂoating point double-precision dot-product operators
on a Virtex-5 xl155t FPGA.
Resource LUTs FFs Block RAMs DSP48E
One operator
Utilization 2078 1693 0 19
% 2 1 0 14
Six operators
Utilization 12872 10760 0 114
% 13 11 0 89
Computing power and data solution rate
Parallel processing is achieved across the eight-FPGA platform as a result of the distribution
of the processing units. In total 48 dot-product operators are implemented. From Equa-
tion 5.2, for an m× n matrix, it is needed (2n− 1)×m ﬂoating point operations (FLOPs)
which can be solved by a single operator in 30 +m × n cycles (assuming no external mem-
ory bandwidth limitation). This can be approximated to 2 FLOPs per clock cycle. At
125MHz, a single dot-product operator has a theoretical computing power of approximately
0, 25GFLOPS. Hence, the global theoretical computing power is about 12GFLOPS. How-
ever, as all memory bound application, the memory controllers cannot supply the needed
6GB/s memory throughput per FPGA to the operators. Instead, they can only reach
4.45GB/s which reduce the platform maximum computing power to 8.9GFLOPS.
The results producing rate of the processing units depends on the vector size. This rate has
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to be low enough to be handled by the Communication IP. The bigger the vector size, the
lowest the data solution rate. Equation 5.5 presents a pessimist (upper bound) estimation
for the processing units’ data solution rate where no external memory bandwidth limitation
is considered. For the present use case application, the Sol_Width is 64 bits (ﬂoating
point double precision) which incurs in 33.3% channel eﬃciency. The Clk_Freq and the
NB_Processing_Units are 125MHz and 6 respectively, and considering a small vector size
(V ector_Size) of 100 elements, the processing units’ data solution rate estimation is about
480Mbps which when packed for transmission extends to 1.44Gbps per FPGA. This rate can
be easily handled by the Communication IP.
Sol_Rate = (
Sol_Width
V ector_Size
)× Clk_Freq ×NB_Processing_Units (5.5)
5.2.3 Microprocessor system
A MicroBlaze microprocessor is integrated to the architecture for system conﬁguration, mon-
itor, and veriﬁcation. It is connected to several coprocessors (hardware peripherals) through
the PLB bus (Figure 5.1). The MicroBlaze and the PLB run at 100MHz clock frequency
which entails changing clock domain any time there is an access to the Multi-Port Memory
Controllers (MPMCs), the memory readers and writer, the processing units, and the Com-
munication IP. For the MPMCs, no special circuitry has to be added to safety manage clock
domain transitions. This is because the PLB interface at the MPMC’s ports can run at 1 : 1
or 1 : 2 the MPMC clock rate, i.e. 100MHz PLB interface clock frequency and 200MHz
MPMC clock frequency. This is only supported by the PLB interface, not by the NPI or
others. When accessing the memory readers clock region (200MHz), no additional circuitry
is used either, since the Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools can manage the domain
changes. For 100MHz to 125MHz clock region transitions and vice-versa, synchroniser or
dual clock FIFOs are used.
The MicroBlaze is generated using Base System Builder (BSB) wizard from Xilinx Embedded
Development Kit (EDK) tool. It is optimized for saving logic resources so its footprint is small
enough to not considerably aﬀect the rest of the design. As a consequence, the microprocessor
doesn’t have data or instruction cache, nor Memory and Exception Management Units.
Embedded software
The microprocessor system executes a standalone application. The application runs on each
node without the need of a parallel-programming Operating System (OS) neither a Message
Passing Interface. It is written in C language and developed on Xilinx’s Software Develop-
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ment Kit (SDK) platform for the embedded software. Figure 5.6 presents the standalone
application ﬂow chart for the system test. First, the initialization process is executed where
all of the conﬁgurable registers are set according to the application needs. This includes
memory segments allocation and binding to all transmission Endpoints (processing units) in
the network, as well as base addresses and matrix-vector sizes setting for the memory readers.
It also includes routing table population, vector holder module conﬁguration (vector size) and
IDs setting for the processing units. After the system initialization, the applications distin-
guish between a master and a slave node. A slave node waits for the vector to arrive from
the Network Interface Controller (NIC) and then veriﬁes for data corruption during the net-
work transfer process. Local matrix-vector computation is done in parallel by the hardware
coprocessors. On the other hand, a master node waits for user signal to trigger the timer
monitor (for performance evaluation) and the computing system. Afterward, the software
checks if all solutions have arrived, and searches for errors between the reference model and
the computed results. Finally, a report containing the time elapsed and the number of errors
is displayed in a window shell through the UART-USB link.
The matrix, vector and result segments are created beforehand using a MATLAB script.
The script uses as input parameters the number of nodes and processing units of the global
system and the desired matrix and vector sizes. Then, it generates a source ﬁle (.c) with a
random vector and several matrix segments for each processing unit. The golden reference
model is also generated with the computation results for the veriﬁcation process. All of
these data arrays are included in the main application as external variables. Listing 5.1
shows a code fragment of the generated ﬁle by the MATLAB script containing a portion of
the matrix data for the FPGA 1. The array matrix_segment0_a [] is placed in the
matrix_section_channel_a memory section and aligned 256 bytes.
Listing 5.1 Code fragment of the MATLAB generated ﬁle for random matrix-vector data set
tests.
1 ...
2 #if THIS_FPGA == 1
3 Xuint64 __attribute__((section("matrix_section_channel_a")))
matrix_segment0_a [] __attribute__((aligned(0x100))) = {
4 {0x403f8dca,0x0d10320d},
5 {0x40451196,0xbeb2edcc},
6 {0x404d6004,0x8fa3ce8f},
7 ...
The linker script ﬁle is modiﬁed manually to create memory segments with 256-bytes bound-
ary alignment as required by the NPI 32-dwords burst transfer constraint. It is also modiﬁed
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Figure 5.6 Test application ﬂow chart.
to address the application heap to the external memory region and to enlarge its capac-
ity for ﬁtting in the generated arrays. After compilation, the executable ﬁle (elf) can be
veriﬁed to ensure that data regions and alignment were set properly. Listing 5.2 shows a
fragment of the MicroBlaze elf ﬁle after the software application compilation where it can
be seen the matrix, the vector and the golden reference sections in memory. It also shows
its base addresses, sizes and data alignments. The matrix_section_channel_a and
matrix_section_channel_b sections are placed into two diﬀerent oﬀ-chip memories to
increase memory bandwidth.
Listing 5.2 MicroBlaze elf ﬁle fragment after software compilation.
1 Sections:
2 Idx Name Size VMA LMA File off Algn
3 0 .vectors.reset 00000008 00000000 00000000 000000d4 2**2
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4 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, READONLY, CODE
5 1 .vectors.sw_exception 00000008 00000008 00000008 000000dc 2**2
6 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, READONLY, CODE
7 2 .vectors.interrupt 00000008 00000010 00000010 000000e4 2**2
8 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, READONLY, CODE
9 ...
10 13 matrix_section_channel_a 00249f00 80000000 80000000 00263600 2**8
11 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, DATA
12 14 matrix_section_channel_b 00249f00 40000000 40000000 00019700 2**8
13 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, DATA
14 15 vector_section 00003f00 80249f00 80249f00 004ad500 2**8
15 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, DATA
16 16 golden_section 00004b00 8024de00 8024de00 004b1400 2**8
17 CONTENTS, ALLOC, LOAD, DATA
18 17 .heap 00501170 80252900 80252900 004b5f00 2**0
19 ALLOC
20 18 .stack 00002804 000196d4 000196d4 00019620 2**0
21 ...
The MATLAB reference result is not exactly the same as the one computed by the BEE3 par-
allel and distributed system. This is because Xilinx’s ﬂoating point operators deviate slightly
from IEEE-754 Standard to provide a better trade-oﬀ of resources against functionality [44].
In other words, the way Intel’s Floating-Point Unit (FPU) executes ﬂoating-point instructions
is diﬀerent to the way Xilinx’s operators compute ﬂoating point arithmetic. The main devia-
tion from the IEEE-754 Standard regarding Xilinx’s operators is related to the denormalized
number handling and the rounding modes, which are not supported and partially supported
respectively. In addition, when working with ﬂoating-point representation, the simple fact of
changing the order of the elements involved in a sum or a multiplication could lead to diﬀer-
ent results. This is attributed to the rounding-to-the-nearest-representable-number process
which is natural in ﬂoating-point arithmetic. Even if the matrix-vector traversal exhibits the
same order in both platforms, the MATLAB’s compiler directly impacts in how the compu-
tations are translated to machine code, thus the order may change. The inaccuracy possibly
introduced is propagated through several calculations, leading to a small diﬀerence at the end
of the multiply-accumulate process. Hence, an error gap is accepted during the veriﬁcation
process.
5.2.4 Communication IP
The communication IP (Chapter 4) works as a low latency, high bandwidth Network Interface
Controller (NIC) for the coprocessor units that want to communicate over the network. It
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allocates seven Transmission and two Reception Sockets to ﬁt the application needs which are
assigned to the processing units, the vector holder, and the memory writer module. Round
Robin scheduling scheme is used among them. This module oﬀers up to 20Gbps aggregate
bandwidth (10Gbps per channel) with a fanout of two. Since some link errors were detected
at maximum transceivers speed, the latter was conveniently reduced to achieve virtually no
link errors. Thus, a 16Gbps communication channel is used to handle the processing unit’s
communication needs.
The Communication IP holds a routing table, which is populated by the software and sup-
ports broadcast feature for fast vector distribution among the nodes. Data forwarding feature
is also supported for hop transitions and broadcast control when packets are moving across
the network nodes. In terms of error handling on the proposed architecture, when the Com-
munication IP detects an error signaled by the transceivers or the XAUI cores, the incoming
data is ignored. This is then noticed by the software part as a missing element/solution.
5.3 Tightly coupled FPGA cluster
Figure 5.7 shows the computing system described above all replicated across the cluster.
Forty-eight dot-product hardware operators are tightly integrated into a large Matrix-Vector
Multiplication kernel. The Communication IP enables a fast and direct interconnect network
for low latency and high-speed communication between all of the nodes. One of the most
interesting properties of this architecture is its ﬂexibility to adapt to almost any engineering
and scientiﬁc application. The hardware operators can be replaced or adapted for any other
functionality by exploiting FPGAs’ reconﬁgurability feature. In a rapidly way, the entire
cluster can change for a totally diﬀerent application. The system depicted in Figure 5.7
oﬀers globally 24GB external memory capacity with 35.6GB/s sustained bandwidth and
128Gbps full-duplex network aggregate bandwidth. Such a powerful system is used hereafter
for testing and benchmarking the FPGA cluster.
5.3.1 Programming and diagnostic
Programming the eight-FPGA platform requires an automatic approach to avoid tedious and
repetitive procedures. This is achieved with python scripting. There are several operations
that must be done for getting the platform ready.
1. Hardware synthesis and bitstream generation
The hardware platform is the same for all the nodes in the system.
2. Software compilation and executable file (.elf) generation
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Figure 5.7 Global view of the high-performance computing system.
During the software compilation process, the behavior of each individual node is dif-
ferentiated from the rest of the system. For that, some conditional description in the
application code enables and disables diﬀerent code regions.
3. FPGA programming
This process has to be done for all of the nodes in the system. The programming
order does not aﬀect the system behavior.
4. Software download and microprocessor restart
This process has to be done for all of the nodes in the system. At this point, the
software behavior has to be diﬀerent. Once the executable ﬁle is downloaded and
the microprocessor is restarted, the nodes start executing the application code. The
programming order does aﬀect the system behavior which can easily lead to system
failure. If the master node starts operating before all of the slaves are ready, then a
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deadlock situation occurs. To avoid programming order problems, the master node
always waits for a user trigger action performed over the serial port interface (UART-
USB).
The python scripts use the number of nodes as an input parameter to generate an identity
header ﬁle (.h) unique for each FPGA. This ﬁle contains the node’s ID which is used during
the software compilation time to identify the associated code and data regions in the ap-
plication code. The scripts automatize the entire platform programming process. Once the
platform is all set, the user must trigger the application from the master node.
During the execution process, each node sends monitoring information through the local serial
port interface (UART-USB). There are eight window shells on a host computer, displaying
run-time nodes states. Final reports after computation completion are also displayed by each
node, providing information associated with the number of errors between the reference data
and the real data.
Figure 5.8 shows a screenshot of the platform being ready for matrix-vector computing. From
the console windows, it is possible to see the software application verifying data alignment on
the oﬀ-chip memories. Since this process is common for all of the FPGAs, the slave devices
have a local vector segment. However, it is only used for veriﬁcation.
Besides the software monitor mechanism, a hardware monitor approach is also used. Xilinx
Chipscope Analyzer displays run-time signals and registers states for the associated hardware
probes. These probes are strategically inserted to fully capture important system states.
Critical monitor parameters like those related to the performance evaluation are double
checked, by software and by hardware.
5.3.2 Performance evaluation and results
To evaluate the performance of the distributed parallel processing system presented in this
chapter and to see how a low latency and high-speed inter-node communication channel
contributes to the overall system performance, we run a set of matrix-vector tests with
diﬀerent aspect ratios.
The matrix set is tested on two diﬀerent platforms for comparison purposes.
1. single CPU
An Intel Core i7-4510u running at a base frequency of 2.00Ghz and a turbo frequency
of 2.60Ghz with 2 physical cores and 4 Threads [45]. The ﬁrst level cache (L1) is
32KB per core and the main memory system is 8GB DDR3L SDRAM @1600 MHz.
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Figure 5.8 Eight window shells, one per FPGA. Screenshot on platform ready.
The Core i7-4510u processor has a peak memory bandwidth of 25.6GB/s and a peak
performance of 32GFLOP/s1. Windows 8.1 64-bit operating system is used.
2. FPGA cluster
An eight-FPGA (2 BEE3s) platform hosting Virtex-5 lx155t devices. Due to the
aforementioned limitations, the system has 8×3GB DDR2-400 DRAM, 8×4.45GB/s
global sustained memory bandwidth, 8×6 processing units (dot-product operators),
and 16Gbps full-duplex network interface bandwidth (the Communication IP).
For the Intel Core i7 processor implementation, a MATLAB (R2014b 64-bit) script generates
pseudorandom ﬂoating point double-precision dense matrices and vectors, and computes
the multiplication among them. The Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 11.1.1 runs behind
MATLAB optimizing computation over the Intel architecture. To measure the time elapsed
during the matrix-vector computation, we used the TIC and TOC MATLAB functions, just
before and after the multiplication instruction. However, since MATLAB is an interpreter
(it interprets the code on the ﬂy rather than compile it), the ﬁrst time the script is executed,
1. Obtained after running the Intel Optimized LINPACK Benchmark 10.3.4 for Windows [46].
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the measured elapsed time is always longer than the followings. For that reason, the ﬁrst
estimation is never considered.
The execution time on a CPU may vary depending on the operating system workload and
on the microprocessor temperature. Therefore, to get the best results from it, we run each
test on cold and settled conditions, which allows the operating frequency to boost up to its
turbo range.
For the eight-FPGA implementation, the matrix is split into 8 blocks which are distributed
among the nodes and stored in the oﬀ-chip memory. When the system is triggered, the
vector is copied and stored locally in each node’s on-chip memory. The computation takes
place in the processing units. They receive data ﬂows from the on-chip (vector) and oﬀ-chip
(matrix) memories. As the results are been generated, they are packed and sent through
the network to the master node. The master stores the solutions and checks for errors. A
hardware timer on the master node is used to estimate the computational performance. The
timer is triggered just before the master starts scattering the vector, and is stopped just after
all of the solutions were received. The computing power is then calculated as the ratio of the
number of ﬂoating point operations over the measured elapsed time.
Figure 5.9 presents a screenshot of the platform’s window shells after computing completion
in a 2400 × 2000 matrix test. The shells display, in hexadecimal format, the veriﬁcation
process of the broadcasted vector and the multiplication results. A ﬁnal error report and
the computation time are displayed as well at the master node. The Figure also shows a
Chipscope console monitoring by hardware the number of solutions received and the number
of clock cycles elapsed during the entire process. The hardware computation time diﬀers
from the software one in the clock frequency; 125Mhz and 100Mhz respectively. There is
a slight diﬀerence between the results obtained with the FPGA platform and the reference
model computed on MATLAB, which is associated with the deviation of Xilinx’s ﬂoating
point operators from the IEEE-754 Standard and the computation order.
Figure 5.10 shows the performance achieved after running the HPC test on the CPU and
FPGA platforms. Our FPGA approach achieved 6.38GFLOPS peak and 5.44GFLOPS
sustained computing power over the entire matrix set, against 4.25GFLOPS peak and
3.35GFLOPS sustained on the CPU. The CPU system was not able of computing the largest
matrix set because it has not enough memory.
Considering that the maximum computing power after the memory bandwidth limitations is
about 8.9GFLOPS, the proposed platform went from 50% to 72% computational eﬃciency
including data propagation, distribution, and collection through the ring network. Hence,
utilizing the Communication IP as the Network Interface Controller (NIC) when clustering
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Figure 5.9 Computing completion screenshot.
FPGAs has shown great results by reducing communications overhead. Current channel
fanout could be increased in future works for allowing diﬀerent network topologies with a
better diameter which results in a higher overall computational eﬃciency.
The resources utilization for the HPC test architecture implementation on a Virtex-5 xl155t
FPGA is following presented in Table 5.4
Table 5.4 Resource utilization for the HPC test on a Virtex-5 xl155t FPGA.
Resource LUTs FFs Block RAMs DSP48E
Utilization 25685 30973 175 117
% 26 31 82 91
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Figure 5.10 Experimental results for performance estimation using dense matrix-vector mul-
tiplication on the eight-FPGA Virtex-5 platform and the Intel Core i7-4510u microprocessor.
5.4 Conclusion
We have assembled an eight-FPGA machine hosting 48 distributed coprocessors (MAC op-
erators) for computing Matrix-Vector Multiplication in parallel, and for testing the Commu-
nication IP as the Network Interface Controller in an HPC environment. The system has a
theoretical computational power of 8.9GFLOPS due to oﬀ-chip memory bounds. A set of
dense matrices and vectors were used with diﬀerent aspect ratio for evaluating the platform
performance. The experimental results showed 72% computational eﬃciency including data
propagation time over the network. The communication overhead is less than 30% even
though the network topology used was one of the largest diameters.
In an HPC system, there are three main ways of increasing performance: increase the num-
ber of processing units, improve algorithm and reduce interconnection overhead. We have
demonstrated that a better utilization of the interconnection network leads to higher eﬃ-
ciency in terms of the computational power. Consequently, the proposed Communication IP
may support FPGA-based HPC clusters.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
In this work, ultra-low latency and high-speed communication channels for reconﬁgurable
hardware have been presented. Our approach exploits the FPGA Multi-Gigabit Transceiver
technology to achieve reliable 8Gbps channel speed. At the Physical layer of the communica-
tion stack, four transceivers were bonded per channel using the 10 Gigabits Attachment Unit
Interface (XAUI) standard protocol. This provides Ethernet compatibility at the Physical
layer which can be eventually used in a 10Gbps Ethernet deployment.
The proposed architecture separates Link and Physical layers by a 10 Gigabit Media Inde-
pendent Interface (XGMII) standard for easy decoupling when migrating to other FPGA
families. Our Link layer implementation proposes a custom simple packet-based protocol
for appending information to raw data bits. The protocol ﬁelds were selected carefully to
provide only the basic functionalities to operate the communication channels on an FPGA-
based network. It reached 89% bandwidth eﬃciency with only 100B payload packets. Such a
simple communication stack led us to achieve one of the lowest end-to-end latencies (272ns)
of the state-of-the-art. The FPGA resource utilization was kept as low as possible with only
5% footprint and enough room left for user applications.
A direct network is supported by our implementation. A parameterizable number of user
Endpoints (coprocessors) may have access to the Physical layer by means of the virtual chan-
nels technique. Packet routing and broadcast features were used for Endpoint communication
across the network.
Table 6.1 summarizes some of the main results obtained in similar implementations that
were found in the literature review. There are a few aspects to consider, regardless the
design itself, when comparing to other works. First are the FPGA generation and family.
This aspect determines the transceiver and the fabric technologies which in turn aﬀect their
operational rates (frequency). Both rates are directly associated with the overall latency of
an implementation. The second aspect to consider is the channel’s lane combination. Single
lane channels do not require channel bonding logic nor deskew, so better latency results may
be achieved compared to multi-lane channels. However, single lane channels occupy more
resources than its counterpart.
For testing purposes, our IP is used as the Network Interface Controller in an eight-FPGA
parallel processing cluster. We have designed a complete High-Performance Computing clus-
ter with features like 35.6GB/s external memory throughput, 8.9GFLOPS computing power,
and 128Gbps network aggregate bandwidth. For that, two Multi-Port Memory Controllers,
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Table 6.1 The communication IP features and a state-of-the-art comparison.
Implementation Fanout Bandwidth Protocol Latency Eﬃciency Resources Platform
(Channels) per Channel peak
[15] 8 one-lane 3.2Gbps Custom over Aurora 800ns 95% a Virtex-4
[17] 1 four-lanes 10Gbps Internet stack >1µs 45% Virtex-5
10GE (XAUI+MAC)
[19] 2 four-lanes 10Gbps 10GE 840ns 18% Virtex-5
[19] 2 four-lanes 6.24Gbps Aurora 541ns 86% 10% Virtex-5
[10, 21] 12 one-lanes 3.125Gbps Custom 400ns 40% - Stratix IV
[10, 21] 12 one-lanes 10Gbps Custom 200ns 40% 18% Stratix V
[22] 4 one-lane 1.6Gbps Custom 830ns 91% 40% Virtex-5
[30] 4 two-lanes 17Gbps Custom over Aurora 480ns 85% 4% Virtex-7
This work 2 four-lanes 8Gbps Custom over XAUI 272ns 89% b 5% Virtex-5
a. with 16KB payload.
b. with 100B payload.
six ﬂoating point double-precision Multiply-Accumulate operators, a MicroBlaze micropro-
cessor, and the proposed Communication IP were integrated into each FPGA. Our FPGA
cluster achieved competitive performance and computational eﬃciency: 6.38GFLOPS peak
and 72% respectively, as a result of a low communication overhead among the distributed
processing elements and supported by this work.
Table 6.2 compares our experimental results to other Matrix-Vector Multiplication (MVM)
implementations running dense matrices on FPGA, CPU, and GPU. The MVM performance
is mainly determined by the memory bandwidth and the number of processing elements (PE)
in the system. Taking that into consideration, we can see that our implementation achieved
competitive results even though the collective data movement times for parallel processing
were included in the experiments.
Table 6.2 Computational performance on diﬀerent MVM implementations with dense matri-
ces results.
Work Peak Perf. [GFLOPS] Total PE Platform Mem. BW [GB/s]
[35] 3.1 16 single FPGA Virtex-5 lx155t (BEE3) 6.4
[7] 6.4 32 single FPGA Virtex-6 lx240t (ML605) 51.2
[37] a 19.2 64 single FPGA Virtex-5 sx95t (ROACH) 35.74
[8] 13.6 64 four FPGAs Virtex-5 lx330 (Convey HC-1) 80
[36] 16.3 64 four FPGAs Virtex-6 lx760 (Convey HC-2ex) 80
This work 6.38 48 eight FPGAs Virtex-5 lx155t (BEE3) 51.2
[8] 23 N/A GPU Tesla M2090 177.6
[37] a 9.3 N/A GPU GTX 660 144.2
[37] a 21.7 N/A GPU GTX Titan 288.4
[37] a 2.5 N/A Intel Core i7-2600 21
[37] a 5.2 N/A Intel Core i7-4770 25.6
This work 4.25 N/A Intel Core i7-4510u 25.6
a. single-precision floating point.
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6.1 Advancement of knowledge
The standard high-speed communication solutions are ineﬃcient and unnecessary for FPGA-
to-FPGA communications. Custom solutions are preferable over standards oﬀ-the-shelf ap-
proaches [10]. This work has made its contribution in an FPGA-to-FPGA communication
IP with high-speed and ultra-low latency features, which makes it suitable for FPGA clus-
tering in the High-Performance Computing ﬁelds. A distributed parallel platform is also
implemented and the experimental results showed great potentialities for further researches.
6.2 Limits and constraints
Current limitations of the proposed Communication IP are related to the targeting platform.
The number of available Multi-Gigabit Transceivers (MGT) limits the fanout toward the
network. At the same time, this limits the network topology to just ring or linear array
which are not good topologies in terms of the diameter (the longest shortest paths between
any two nodes in the network). Since a direct network is used, the longest the diameter, the
lower the overall performance of the network. Hence, increasing the IP’s fanout could lead
to less communication overhead on the HPC cluster and higher computational eﬃciency.
6.3 Recommendations
Message Passing is the dominant programming model for distributed parallel computers,
and Message Passing Interface (MPI) a standard library used for developing and running
parallel programs. In order to be able to execute standard parallel programs and performance
estimation benchmarks on the FPGA cluster, it is our recommendation to implement and
support parallel programming model like MPI. For that, the MicroBlaze soft processor or
the PowerPC hard processor should be used as well as the communication channels already
proposed in this work. For the implementation, a portable MPI library is recommended.
Some modiﬁcations have to be done to adapt it to the current platform. MPI support would
allow mixed platform parallel execution, i.e. a PC-based cluster with an FPGA-based cluster.
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ANNEXE A Modifications to the transceivers’ wrapper source file.
Listing A.1 Source code modiﬁcations to the xaui_rocketio_wrapper_tile.v ﬁle after
the tuning up process with IBERT tool at 8Gbps speed.
1 //___________________________ Shared Attributes _______________________
2 //---------------------- Tile and PLL Attributes ----------------------
3 //configuration for 156.125Mhz refclk and 3.125Gbps rate lane
4 // .CLK25_DIVIDER (10),
5 // .CLKINDC_B ("TRUE"),
6 // .OOB_CLK_DIVIDER (6),
7 // .OVERSAMPLE_MODE ("FALSE"),
8 // .PLL_DIVSEL_FB (2),
9 // .PLL_DIVSEL_REF (1),
10 // .PLL_TXDIVSEL_COMM_OUT (1),
11 // .TX_SYNC_FILTERB (1),
12 //configuration for 125Mhz refclk and 2.5Gbps rate lane
13 .CLK25_DIVIDER (5),
14 .CLKINDC_B ("TRUE"),
15 .OOB_CLK_DIVIDER (4),
16 .OVERSAMPLE_MODE ("FALSE"),
17 .PLL_DIVSEL_FB (2),
18 .PLL_DIVSEL_REF (1),
19 .PLL_TXDIVSEL_COMM_OUT (1),
20 .TX_SYNC_FILTERB (1),
21 //---------------------------------------------------------------------
22 // ...
23 //------------------------Port mapping---------------------------------
24 //----- Receive Ports - RX Driver,OOB signalling,Coupling and Eq.,CDR -
25 .RXCDRRESET0 (RXCDRRESET0_IN),
26 .RXCDRRESET1 (RXCDRRESET1_IN),
27 .RXELECIDLE0 (rxelecidle0_i),
28 .RXELECIDLE1 (rxelecidle1_i),
29 .RXELECIDLERESET0 (tied_to_ground_i),
30 .RXELECIDLERESET1 (tied_to_ground_i),
31 // .RXENEQB0 (tied_to_vcc_i),
32 // .RXENEQB1 (tied_to_vcc_i),
33 // .RXEQMIX0 (tied_to_ground_vec_i[1:0]),
34 // .RXEQMIX1 (tied_to_ground_vec_i[1:0]),
35 // .RXEQPOLE0 (tied_to_ground_vec_i[3:0]),
36 // .RXEQPOLE1 (tied_to_ground_vec_i[3:0]),
37 .RXENEQB0 (tied_to_ground_i),
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38 .RXENEQB1 (tied_to_ground_i),
39 .RXEQMIX0 (2’b11), //37.5% wideband,
40 .RXEQMIX1 (2’b11), //62.5% high-pass
41 .RXEQPOLE0 (4’b1100), //+12.5%
42 .RXEQPOLE1 (4’b1100),
43 .RXN0 (RXN0_IN),
44 .RXN1 (RXN1_IN),
45 .RXP0 (RXP0_IN),
46 .RXP1 (RXP1_IN),
47 //---------------------------------------------------------------------
48 ...
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ANNEXE B Native Port Interface source code
Listing B.1 VHDL description of the Native Port Interface controller for 32 double word
burst read transfers.
1 -- npi_size_i --> NATIVE PORT INTERFACE DATA TRANSFER SIZE ENCODING
2 -- 0000 8 BYTES TRANSFERRED (1 BEAT FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
3 -- 0001 16 BYTES TRANSFERRED (2 BEATs FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
4 -- 0010 32 BYTES TRANSFERRED (4 BEATs FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
5 -- 0011 64 BYTES TRANSFERRED (8 BEATs FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
6 -- 0100 128 BYTES TRANSFERRED (16 BEATs FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
7 -- 0101 256 BYTES TRANSFERRED (32 BEATs FOR 64 BIT DATA WIDTH BUS)
8 library IEEE;
9 use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
10 use IEEE.NUMERIC_STD.ALL;
11
12 entity NPI_read_interface is
13 generic(
14 C_PI_ADDR_WIDTH :integer := 32;
15 C_PI_DATA_WIDTH :integer := 64;
16 C_PI_BE_WIDTH :integer := 8;
17 C_PI_RDWDADDR_WIDTH :integer := 4
18 );
19 port(
20 -- User interface signals
21 BASE_ADDR_IN: in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => ’0’);
22 -- IMPORTANT BASEADDR MUST HAVE THE LSB EQUAL TO 0X000 OR 0X100 TO BE
23 -- ALIGNED WITH 256 BYTES BURST TRANSFER
24 NUM_ELEMENTS: in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => ’0’);
25 READY: in std_logic:= ’0’;
26 DONE: out std_logic:= ’0’;
27 POP: in std_logic:= ’0’;
28 EMPTY: out std_logic:= ’0’;
29 LATENCY: out std_logic_vector(1 downto 0):= (others => ’0’);
30 DATA_OUT: out std_logic_vector(C_PI_DATA_WIDTH-1 downto 0):= (others
=> ’0’);
31 -- MPMC Port Interface - Bus is prefixed with NPI_
32 XIL_NPI_Addr: out std_logic_vector(C_PI_ADDR_WIDTH-1 downto 0):= x"
A0000000";
33 XIL_NPI_AddrReq: out std_logic:= ’0’;
34 XIL_NPI_AddrAck: in std_logic:= ’0’;
35 XIL_NPI_RNW: out std_logic:= ’0’;
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36 XIL_NPI_Size: out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0):= (others => ’0’);
37 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_Data: out std_logic_vector(C_PI_DATA_WIDTH-1 downto 0)
:= (others => ’0’);
38 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_BE: out std_logic_vector(C_PI_BE_WIDTH-1 downto 0):= (
others => ’0’);
39 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_Push: out std_logic:= ’0’;
40 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data: in std_logic_vector(C_PI_DATA_WIDTH-1 downto 0)
:= (others => ’0’);
41 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Pop: out std_logic:= ’0’;
42 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_RdWdAddr: in std_logic_vector(C_PI_RDWDADDR_WIDTH-1
downto 0):= (others => ’0’);
43 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_Empty: in std_logic:= ’0’;
44 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_AlmostFull: in std_logic:= ’0’;
45 XIL_NPI_WrFIFO_Flush: out std_logic:= ’0’;
46 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Empty: in std_logic:= ’0’;
47 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Flush: out std_logic:= ’0’;
48 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Latency: in std_logic_vector(1 downto 0):= (others =>
’0’);
49 XIL_NPI_RdModWr: out std_logic:= ’0’;
50 XIL_NPI_InitDone: in std_logic:= ’0’;
51 Clk: in std_logic:= ’0’;
52 Rst: in std_logic:= ’0’
53 );
54 end NPI_read_interface;
55
56 architecture Behavioral of NPI_read_interface is
57 constant MAX_READ_REQ_QUEUE: integer := 4;
58 constant BURST_TRANSFER_SIZE: integer := 32;
59 signal total_num_element: std_logic_vector (31 downto 0):= (others
=>’0’);
60 signal num_element_counter: std_logic_vector (31 downto 0):= (others
=>’0’);
61 signal num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter: std_logic_vector (31-5 downto 0):=
(others=>’0’);
62 signal ext_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter: std_logic_vector (31 downto 0)
:= (others=>’0’);
63 signal address_counter: std_logic_vector (23 downto 0):= (others=>’0’);
64 signal ext_address_counter: std_logic_vector (31 downto 0):= (others
=>’0’);
65 signal counter_32: std_logic_vector (4 downto 0) := (others=>’0’);
66 signal burst_in_process_counter: std_logic_vector (2 downto 0) := (
others=>’0’);
67 -- this is a counter for tracking the number of burst transfer that
68 -- have been buffered it means that the MPMC have acknowledged then
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69 -- and they are holded on the NPI internal fifo the size of the NPI
70 -- fifo is 1024 bytes so it can hold up to 4 - 32 double word burst
71 -- tranfers without risk of overflow.
72 signal next_num_element_counter: std_logic_vector (31 downto 0):= (
others=>’0’);
73 signal next_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter: std_logic_vector (31-5 downto
0):= (others=>’0’);
74 signal next_address_counter: std_logic_vector (23 downto 0):= (others
=>’0’);
75 signal next_counter_32: std_logic_vector (4 downto 0) := (others=>’0’);
76 signal next_burst_in_process_counter: std_logic_vector (2 downto 0) :=
(others=>’0’);
77 signal num_element_load: std_logic:= ’0’;
78 signal num_element_en: std_logic:= ’0’;
79 signal num_element_reached: std_logic:= ’0’;
80 signal num_element_zero: std_logic:= ’0’;
81 signal num_element_zero_reg: std_logic:= ’0’;
82 signal num_ele_NPI_fetched_en: std_logic:= ’0’;
83 signal address_counter_en: std_logic:= ’0’;
84 signal counter_32_en: std_logic:= ’0’;
85 signal counter_32_overflow: std_logic:= ’0’;
86 signal counter_32_overflow_z1: std_logic:= ’0’;
87 signal burst_in_process_counter_en_up: std_logic:= ’0’;
88 signal burst_in_process_counter_en_down: std_logic:= ’0’;
89 signal spop: std_logic:= ’0’;
90 signal spop_z1: std_logic:= ’0’;
91 signal spop_z2: std_logic:= ’0’;
92 signal spop_mux: std_logic:= ’0’;
93 signal empty_ctrl: std_logic:= ’1’;
94 signal sXIL_NPI_AddrReq: std_logic:= ’0’;
95 signal sXIL_NPI_AddrAck_z1: std_logic:= ’0’;
96 signal ready_z1: std_logic:= ’0’;
97 type state_type is (IDLE, FETCH, LAST_FETCH, DONE_STATE);
98 signal SM_STATES, NEXT_SM_STATES: state_type;
99 begin
100 process (Clk)
101 begin
102 if Clk’event and Clk = ’1’ then
103 if Rst = ’1’ then
104 num_element_counter<= (others=>’0’);
105 num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter<= (others=>’0’);
106 address_counter<= (others=>’0’);
107 burst_in_process_counter<= (others=>’0’);
108 counter_32<= (others=>’1’);
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109 num_element_zero_reg<= ’0’;
110 SM_STATES<= IDLE;
111 spop_z1<= ’0’;
112 spop_z2<= ’0’;
113 ready_z1<= ’0’;
114 counter_32_overflow_z1<= ’0’;
115 sXIL_NPI_AddrAck_z1<= ’0’;
116 num_element_reached<= ’0’;
117 else
118 num_element_counter<= next_num_element_counter;
119 num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter<= next_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter;
120 address_counter<= next_address_counter;
121 burst_in_process_counter<= next_burst_in_process_counter;
122 counter_32<= next_counter_32;
123 num_element_zero_reg<= not num_element_zero;
124 SM_STATES<= NEXT_SM_STATES;
125 spop_z1<= spop;
126 spop_z2<= spop_z1;
127 ready_z1<= READY;
128 counter_32_overflow_z1<= counter_32_overflow;
129 sXIL_NPI_AddrAck_z1<= not XIL_NPI_AddrAck;
130 num_element_reached<= num_element_zero and num_element_zero_reg;
131 end if;
132 end if;
133 end process;
134 process (num_element_load, num_element_en, num_element_counter,
total_num_element )
135 begin
136 next_num_element_counter <= num_element_counter;
137 if num_element_load = ’1’ then
138 next_num_element_counter <= total_num_element;
139 elsif num_element_en = ’1’ then
140 if (num_element_counter > (num_element_counter’range=>’0’)) then
141 next_num_element_counter <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (
num_element_counter)-1);
142 end if;
143 end if;
144 end process;
145 process (num_element_load, num_ele_NPI_fetched_en,
num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter, total_num_element)
146 begin
147 next_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter <= num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter;
148 if num_element_load = ’1’ then
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149 next_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter <= total_num_element(31 downto
5);
150 elsif num_ele_NPI_fetched_en = ’1’ then
151 if (num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter > (num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter’range
=>’0’)) then
152 next_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (
num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter)-1);
153 end if;
154 end if;
155 end process;
156 process (num_element_load, address_counter_en, address_counter,
BASE_ADDR_IN )
157 begin
158 next_address_counter <= address_counter;
159 if num_element_load = ’1’ then
160 next_address_counter <= BASE_ADDR_IN(31 downto 8);
161 elsif address_counter_en = ’1’ then
162 next_address_counter <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (address_counter
) + 1);
163 -- EACH BURST TRANSFER WILL BE OF 256 BYTES (32 DOUBLE WORDS)
164 -- THE ADDR HAS TO BE ALIGNED SO THE LSB MUST ALWAYs BE 0x000 OR
165 -- 0x100
166 end if;
167 end process;
168 process (burst_in_process_counter_en_up,
burst_in_process_counter_en_down, burst_in_process_counter)
169 begin
170 next_burst_in_process_counter <= burst_in_process_counter;
171 if burst_in_process_counter_en_up = ’1’ then
172 next_burst_in_process_counter <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (
burst_in_process_counter)+1);
173 elsif burst_in_process_counter_en_down = ’1’ then
174 if (unsigned (burst_in_process_counter) > 0 ) then
175 next_burst_in_process_counter <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (
burst_in_process_counter)-1);
176 end if;
177 end if;
178 end process;
179 process (counter_32_en, counter_32)
180 begin
181 next_counter_32 <= counter_32;
182 if counter_32_en = ’1’ then
183 next_counter_32 <= std_logic_vector (unsigned (counter_32) - 1);
184 end if;
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185 end process;
186 process (SM_STATES, ready_z1, burst_in_process_counter,
ext_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter, XIL_NPI_AddrAck, num_element_reached,
XIL_NPI_InitDone)
187 begin
188 NEXT_SM_STATES <= SM_STATES;
189 num_element_load <= ’0’;
190 sXIL_NPI_AddrReq <= ’0’;
191 case (SM_STATES) is
192 when IDLE =>
193 if (ready_z1 = ’1’ and XIL_NPI_InitDone = ’1’) then
194 NEXT_SM_STATES <= FETCH;
195 num_element_load <= ’1’;
196 end if;
197 when FETCH =>
198 if (unsigned (burst_in_process_counter) < MAX_READ_REQ_QUEUE)
then
199 -- if there is at least BURST_TRANSFER_SIZE double word free
200 -- space on the internal NPI read fifo
201 -- read 32 double words
202 sXIL_NPI_AddrReq <= ’1’;
203 if (unsigned (ext_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter) >
BURST_TRANSFER_SIZE ) then
204 -- if there is still data to read
205 NEXT_SM_STATES <= FETCH;
206 else
207 NEXT_SM_STATES <= LAST_FETCH;
208 end if;
209 end if;
210 when LAST_FETCH =>
211 sXIL_NPI_AddrReq <= ’1’;
212 if (XIL_NPI_AddrAck = ’1’) then
213 -- if command received
214 NEXT_SM_STATES <= DONE_STATE;
215 end if;
216 when DONE_STATE =>
217 if (num_element_reached = ’1’) then
218 NEXT_SM_STATES <= IDLE;
219 end if;
220 when others =>
221 NEXT_SM_STATES <= IDLE;
222 end case;
223 end process;
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224 counter_32_overflow <= ’1’ when counter_32 = (counter_32’range=>’0’) and
counter_32_en = ’1’ else ’0’;
225 burst_in_process_counter_en_down <= counter_32_overflow_z1;
226 burst_in_process_counter_en_up <= XIL_NPI_AddrAck;
227 num_ele_NPI_fetched_en <= XIL_NPI_AddrAck;
228 address_counter_en <= XIL_NPI_AddrAck;
229 num_element_zero <= ’1’ when unsigned(num_element_counter) = 1 and spop
= ’1’ else ’0’;
230 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Flush <= num_element_reached;
231 XIL_NPI_Addr <= ext_address_counter;
232 XIL_NPI_Size <= "0101";
233 XIL_NPI_RNW <= ’1’;
234 total_num_element <= NUM_ELEMENTS;
235 ext_address_counter <= address_counter & "00000000";
236 ext_num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter <= num_ele_NPI_fetched_counter &
total_num_element(4 downto 0);
237 DATA_OUT <= XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(7 downto 0) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(15
downto 8) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(23 downto 16) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(31
downto 24) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(39 downto 32) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(47
downto 40) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data(55 downto 48) & XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Data
(63 downto 56);
238 num_element_en <= spop;
239 counter_32_en <= spop;
240 XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Pop <= spop;
241 DONE <= num_element_reached;
242 spop <= POP;
243 EMPTY <= XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Empty;
244 LATENCY <= XIL_NPI_RdFIFO_Latency;
245 XIL_NPI_AddrReq <= sXIL_NPI_AddrReq and sXIL_NPI_AddrAck_z1;
246 -- one cloclk cycle rest for arbitation
247 end Behavioral;
